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A3STRAQT 
It was found b3r early workers in atmospheric 
electrici t.v thot, du..ri.~e oondi tiona of steady rain, 
when the potential erAdient At the ground WBS nege.tive 
the pote.rltial gr'Bdient at the top of a high mast was 
occasion~lly positive. This indicAted the presence 
of negetive spRae chBrg~ in the layer between the 
two measurements. 
To f'ur·ther investigate this effect simultaneous 
reaordings we1~e takBn of the :)otE"n.tiAl gradient Bnd 
the preoipetation current at the top and bottom of. 
the msst, 21 m~tres high, situBt~d in o field Adjacent 
to Durhflta Observatory. 
L~rge differences in the velues of the preciDit~tion 
currents at the ~vo levels were found. DJe to the 
concentration of the lines of force on the eArthed 
mastp emd so on the up9er shielded collector, 
l~borE~tory experimElnts were oA.rried out to investi~Rte 
the charging effects ceueed when dfops splash in a 
region of high potential gr8dient. It was found that 
the differences between the out'l'ents could be nccow1t~d 
for by the splP-~hine of drops on the ed3Els of the 
upper aolle~tor. As there is no obvious ~Y of 
correc·ting f.o:r. this effE~ot it would Al,)T)B~r thr:tt the 
shielded .rr·in collector of the de-sign used in the 
present work is 1msui t1=1ble for meElsuring the precip1-
t8.tion current in regions of high votential gradi~nt 
and even in other regions the recorded currents 
must be. considered wi ·th caution. ~.lso dl:'o's were 
found to release negAtive chArge to the Pir in regions 
of ?.e~o potential gradient. 
~rhe ectUAl r8V(SrR8l o:t sign of i)ot~nti~l 
g11 e.dient be-tweE-n the to? And bottom o:t' the rnset 
was only observed fo'f' fl •ntlll"oetr of very short 
peri ot"ts, the longeGt beine 4.! minutes, during 
low )Otcntif'l g:r.~dienta. · 3ut on the majority 
of recorJiVl~s the ·1otenti~l grfl\dients did indioBte 
the ?J.f(lf.'~ncc:- ·'Jf r:1 2X'Ji~r.l,':J ;)~ ll().:_y'"'tive S'?f~Cf:' clwree 
in thP.I lny~:r i)E!l•:>w th~ top of the mast, Rl tho•.lgh 
on ooc?sionG the spnoe ohE\X'ge was ;?'Jsitive. The 
space oherge wf'a of the. se:ne si g"l, Pnd VPl•ied in 
the S~""1i? 8N1A9, :"~ the .:')Ot:~nti8l f'.,!'r"~UE'n t r~COl'd~Cl 
et the gl'ound. ConAiderin~ thea~ n0ints ~n ~tt~mpt 
is ffif:tde to explain the rewP.rsBl affect in terms 
of leyers of s~oe ohflr~e between the clo~d And 
the ground. ~he lF<yer ~eing due~ to the em-reP 
on the reiT .. , the c~r~@ r€\leP5ed wnen dro;:>s S)lf'ah, 
end a sep8~ation or elP-ctro;je Pffect d1.1~ to the 
pot(:'·~ltiEll erf\d\ent of. the cloun. 
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CHA?!CER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT AND THE PROBL~!. 
Introduction To Atmospheric Electrici~ 
. . . ·~· 
Interest in the phenomena now classed under the 
heading of Atmospheric ~lectricity was originally 
p~ovokad by a number of early eighteenth century 
philosophers who compared the cracklings end 
luminosity produced by rubbing amber with their 
observations of thunder end lightning.· 
The fundamental fact of Atmospheric Electricity 
1·s the existence of a potential dif'ferenoe between 
a conducting region in the upper atmosphere and the 
earth. The conducting region is c·elled the electro-
sphere and is at a height of 50-60 km above the 
earth. It is effectively an equalising layer in 
which there are horizontal electric currents joining 
the places above clouds where the positive charge 
moves upwards with those in fair weather regions 
where it moves downwards. 
Above 60 km the air may be considered as a 
perfect conductor from the point of' view of Atmospheric 
Electricity. Above this level are found the v~rious 
conducting layers of great importance in radio. 
The eleatrosphere and the earth so form a 
spherical condenser with the atmosphere as the 
dielectric, and the study of Atmospheric Electricity 
is confined to this region. 
The potential of the eleotroaphere (V) is given 
by v = Ell 
r 
-------Where· F is the average value of the potential gr~dient 
2 
in the metre adjacent to the earth's surface; R is 
the resistance of a column of ~ir of cross section 
1 square metre from the earth to the electrosphere; 
end r is the resistance of the lowest metre of the 
.... 
column. 
The potential of the elec·trosphere is elso given 
. by V = iR 
Where i,..,i-s ~the air-earth conduction current which 
occurs as tha·atmosphere has a low but finite con-
duotivi~y, of the order .of 2 x lo-14ohrns-lra-1 , due to 
the air being partly ionised by cosmic rays and 
radioactive matter in the earth. 
At places where the potential gradient is . 
dependent o~ local conditions that very with the time 
of day then the Vftlues of the potential gradient 
- Ut' 
cannot ~ve any useful information above the potential 
of the electrosphere. 
Gish and Sb,erman ( 1936) determined R using a 
balloon and also measured i. They determined the 
potential V as 4 x 105volts. 
Gish (1951) estimated that the total ourrent 
between the electrosphere end earth has a value of 
about 1800 amps and with a total effective resistance 
of 200 ohms, this gave the potential of the electro-
sphere as 3.6 x 105 volts. 
An acceptable present day average potential of 
the electrosphere is V = 2.9 x 105volts. 
This potential difference between the electro-
sphere and the earth is maintained even in ·spite of 
the fair weather conduction current. How this is 
done still remains a major problem of Atmospheric 
Eleatricity. 
3 
2• The Specific Problem 
Kelvin (1860) and Chauveau (1900) made simul-
taneous measurements of the potential gradient et 
the gz'ound end at some height above the ground. 
Kelvin worked at Glasgow while Cheuveau m~de use of 
the Eiffel Tower. They both found that, in conditions 
of steady rain as are usually associated with nimbo-
stratus clouds; the potential gradient at the ground 
was usually negative while Bt the u-;>per level it was 
sometimes positive. This oan only be explained if 
there is a negative spaoe charge in the layer between 
the positions of the two measurements of potential 
gradient. 
The work described here was undertaken in an 
attempt to determine the origin of this neBative spacepharge 
arid if possible to relate this to the general conditions 
existing during periods of continuous rain. 
---· ·::~Verioua suggestions as to the origin of this 
negative epaoe charge have been made.. Smith (1955) 
quoted a result by Lenard (1892) that when drops break 
on splashing the splashed drops become positively 
charged and the air negatively charged. Smi.th seid 
that this occurred with the rain drops at the earths 
surface, and so accounted for the negative spaoe charge. 
Simpson ( 1915) suggested that gusty winds 
near the ground might ceuse the drops to collide 
and rupt~e, leading to a positive charge on the rain 
end a negBtive charge ·in the air.. Bu.t this is 
unlikely to·heppen as drops of the same siz~ as the 
majority of raindrops are very stable end would have 
to be subjected to very strong forces neer the ground 
for any distruption to ocour. This is shown by the 
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results of Bast (1950) illustrated in F1g.2 which shows 
the termi~l velocity of f~eely fallins raindrops, 
and on the seme diagram is plotted the strength of 
the aharp edged gust necessary to produce disruption 
of the rsindropa (Browne et ~1 1954) 
It was suggested by Adkins (195~~ thet the 
precipitation \v.BS in the form of snow ~t the upper 
leve1 and that it melted lower down And so gave rise 
to tne observed effect. 3ut this seems very unlikely 
for two reasons, the first being that Chsuveau never 
mentioned it even thouen the effect \VSS noted m~ny 
times. Secondly it would mean the t the 0°C level 
would have to be very close to the ground, which is 
not usually the case in steady rain conditions et 
?aria or Glasgow. 
3. Proposed Method Of Inyesti&rtion 
It was ori.eiMlly intended to make use of a 
meet 30 metres high situsted in a field ~dj~cent to 
Durham Observatory and to record simultaneously the 
potential gradient end precipitation current at two 
levels, one of these levels being the ground. Also 
the rate of rainfall wBs to be recorded. A pulley 
system was devised that would enable the position of 
the upper level of measurement to be varied if required, 
e.nd aleo to ease inetru~ent msintenance. 3ut unfortu-
nately, after the pulley systetl hRd been constructed 
the mast was found to be unsafe and h8d to be pulled 
down. The maet is shown in Flg.l. 
A new maat, also shown in Fig.l in the form 
of an electricity pylon was erected. 3ut the sh~pe 
of the mast, and the smell emount of time re~~ining, 
mee.nt th~t no pulley system w~s devised for this mast, 
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and the apparatus at the upper level was in a fixed 
position a-t· ·the top of the mast. · .·.· 
The second mast was only available for ectual 
use for approximately two months before it was blown 
down w1 tl'l the apparatus on it during the gales of 
' 
the 24th June, 1962. 
4. Previous Development Of Instruments For the 
Continuous Measurement Of Potential Gradient. 
There are two types of mechanical instrument 
that measure potential gradient, one being a D.C. 
and the.other an A.C. instrument. 
In the first .type an earthed conductor is 
exposed to the potential gra~ent emd a charge 
proportional to the potential grAdient is inducted 
on it. The connection b~tween the conductor and 
earth is then broken snd the conductor is moved to 
a screened position where it is connected to, end 
shares it's charge with, en electrometer. The whole 
process is repeated continuously and so the output 
from the instrument is a series of andirGctionel 
current pulses of magnitude .proportional to the 
potential gradient. 
If either the potential gradient or the exposed 
i 
conductor are sufficiently large then the output can 
be taken directly to a galve.nometer without Rmplif"ication. 
Also the sign of the potential gradient is given directly. 
The main disadvantage of this type of instrument is 
that for use in low potential gradients the conductors 
have to be so lArge that the instrument becomes 
cumbersome. 
This type of instrument was first developed by 
Russeltvedt (1926), and in more recent years by Goto 
{1951) and Chalmers ( 1953). The latter gave the name 
6 
agrimeter to hie particular instrument. 
In the second type of inst~ument a fixed 
conductor is earthed through a ·high impedance end 
regularly exposed to, and screened from, the 
potential gradient. An alternating voltage vro-
portional to the potential gradient is developed 
across the impedance nnd amplification is compartively 
easy. So a small collec·tor can be used and the 
instrument is reasonably portable. 
Thfe. arrangement used by a large number of 
workers including Clark (1949), and Mapleson end 
Whitlock (1955) was one where the fixed conductor 
was a circle with alternate sectors removed. The 
rotor was similar and the waveform of the output 
vol~age was approximately triangular. Van Atta (1936) 
shaped the sectors to give a sinusoidal output. 
But the sien of the potential gradient still 
had to be determined and this was done in a number 
of·i.,lr~drs among them being:- ( l) Rectify the alternating 
signal using a commutator. (2) Use an electronic 
phase sensitive detector (3) By adding the output 
of an auxiliary synchronous generator to the output 
of the instrument. 
This type of instrument is given the collective 
name of field mill. 
The relative advantages of the two types of 
instrument were considered in oonnection with the 
present problem. 
It was decided to.use an·egrimeter Bt the top 
of the mast as due to the concentration of the lines 
of force large potential gradients occuled there 
and a small instrument would give a large enough 
7 
output to be used direotly'with a galvanometer. 
This 0liminated the need for amplification and 
sign discrimination in connection with this measure-
ment. 2ut at ground level the relatively low 
potential gradients and the possible need to be 
able to move the instr~uent easily in connection 
with calibration resulted in the use of an instrument 
of the field mill type there. 
5. Previous Development of Instruments For The 
pontinuous Measurement Of Precipitation Current. 
The precipitation current.is usually measured 
using either an open ore shielded receiver. ·An· 
open receiver can be made to simulate the natural 
c.ond.itions at the earth's surface, but it also 
records conduction·and displacement currents. So 
shielded oolle~tors have often been used to reduce 
the magnitudes of these currents. 
The open receiver technique was used in the 
form o:f a wire brush by Weiss (1906). It wes Wilson 
(1916) who first suggesteq that the open receiver -could 
be made to simulate the natural conditions at the 
ground by covering the receiver with s~il and natural 
vegetation and surrounding 1 t with a guard ring. 
A similar method was used by Adamson (1959) but he 
developed a method .of compensation for the displace-
ment currents. 
Elster and Geitel (1888) and Simpson (1909) 
were among the e,Arly workers to use shielded oolleotors. 
In this work the deflection of en electrometer 
was recorded or observed visually at regular intervals. 
The eleotr.~meter was then zeroed end e new me~sure­
ment started, and so the average currant over the 
8 
period of measurement could be determined. J3ut 
Screse ( 1938) end Simpson ( 1949) too;-r continuous 
recordings using phot~graphio methods, end so 
instantaneous, es well as average, values o~ the 
current could be found. As the precipitBtion current 
appeared to depend on the rate of r~in£811, the charge 
carried by a definite quentity of rein WRs sometimes 
recorded. This v~s first done by wCClelland end 
I~olan (1912). 
In the present work it was hoped to record the 
rate of rainfall and the precipitAtion current 
simultaneously. The type and design of the collectors 
used will be discussed later. 
9 
CaAPTER ? 
THE CONTINUOUS RAIN CLOUD - NIMBOSTRATUS. 
1. The Meteorologic·~! Aspects 
The nimbostratus cloud is e cloud of both 
considerable vertical height end horixontol 
extent. It gives rain although usually lees intense 
than that from cumulonimbus. The nimbostratus cloud 
i's formed when moist warm air rises over a denser 
mass of cold'air at a warm front as shown in Fig.;. 
It has a smaller vertical air current and is less 
turbulent than the cumulonimbus cloud. 
In Great Britain the rain from nimbostratus 
c~ouds has probably originated by the process 
suggested by Bergeron (1933) as some part of the 
cloud will exist above the ooc temperature level. 
Hence every raindrop will have existed at some time 
as a snowfJ,.~.ke. 
2. Electrical Effects Associated With Nimbostratus 
The Electrical effects associated with the 
nimbostratus cloud are often of the order of one 
hundred times smaller than those associated with 
the cwnulonimbus aloud. So, even though the 
conditions of continuous rain are much more common 
than thunderstorm conditions, the total effective 
transfer of charge between the eleotroaphere end the 
earth by continuous rain clouds is very small compared 
with thBt by thunderclouds. 
A large number of possible explanations as to 
the charcglng mechanism operating in the nimbostrAtus · 
cloud have been proposed. 
If,.it is assumed thet the rain from nimbostratus 
~ ICE NEEDLES 
** SHOW 
!t e RAIN 
., ' DRIZlLE 
~CLOUD 
----------
r_.....t~~7~~::·~~~:~1::=:- ICE <;LOUD 
. ·-··· 
....... _ 
I I .. ---..... '\. ''*" '\ '\ '\ ~. , .. '\ '. - "!""' \.~'\ '\ '\ '\ ' ICE AND WATER 
• 
·coLD AIR I•. 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
CIRR9-STRATUS!ALTO-STRATUS INlf\(180-STRATUSI STRATUS 
Fig.3 ' \ 
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i~ produced by the Bergeron pro~ess, then if there 
is any charging process for snowfla·kes in the cloud, 
then all raindrops will heve experienced this -process 
before melting. 
Snow is found to usually carry a negative charge 
while rain carries a 90sitive charge. So if it is 
considered that all rain is some time in the form of 
anow then th~~uat be a secon~ charge se98ration 
process operating when the precipitation is melting 
or in liquid form. So in the nimbostratus cloud 
two ch~rga separation processes must operate. An 
upper one ocouring at temperatures below the freezing 
temperature in which neeative charge moves dovmwards, 
and a lower one in which positive charge moves down-
ward. In the nimbostratus cloud the lower yrocess 
must predominate. 
The theory of Wilson (1929) can account for e 
precipitation current ov9osite in sign to the o.otential 
~radiant. V~1en o drop fAlls in an eleatric field it 
becomes polBrised. If the potential gradient is 
negative, then the top of the drop hBs an induced 
positive charge end the bottom of the drop a negative 
charge. So when the drop falls through the atmosphere 
if it falls more rapidly than the downward motion 
of the negative ions it repels these ions but attracts 
the positive ions moving upwards. "t1hen there is an 
excess of ions of one sign, FIS occurs with point 
discharge, the charge acquired by the drop is greatly 
inc·reased. But as the magnitude of the potential 
gradient associated with continuous rsin is usually 
too low for point di~charge to ocour, approximately 
equ~l numbers of ions of ee~h signwill be present. 
Dut even though the Wilson theory can account for 
11 
some char~ging under such conditions it cam1ot account 
for the precipitetion currents recorded. 
Smith (1955) sugBested th~t the precipitation 
left the cloud unch~rged and acquired it's positive 
c~arge due to. splashing at the eerth's surfRoe, the 
corresponding negative charge rising end producing 
a negative potential gradient·. But Chalmers end 
P~sqiull (1938) measured the charge on single reindropa 
before they had chRnce to splash, 3nd showed that they 
already possessed a charge. 
~ne nega~ive spaoa charge in the leyers close to 
the ground neo·essary to account for the Kelvin -
Chauveau effect suggests that charging does occur 
~ue to. fracture or impact. 
The charging mechanism operating in nimbostretus 
conditions is still unknown, end may in f8ct be due 
to a combination of the processes mentioned or a 
completely different one. 
3. Previous Results In Continuous Rain 
Bergeron (1937) stated that rain is the precipitation 
of liquid water in which the drops have A dierneter 
greater than 0.5 mm and Lenard (1904) observed thAt 
the upper stability limit for the diameter of falling 
drops is 5 mm. 
Simpson (1949) stated three arbitrary conditions 
for a peri-o:d·· of reinfell to be olnssed s·s···co.ntinu.oua. 
T'aese were that the dui~tion of the rEiinf'all must be 
at least.~na·hour, that th0 rate of reinfe.l~ must be 
at least 1 mm jhr., and that ther.e must not be any 
large variations in the rete of rainfall. Ue found 
that the rainfall tended to ~ake the potential gradient 
more negative than the norm~l fine weather value and 
12 
the potential gr~dient w~s usuelly in the reng~ -
-300 - - 400 v/M. He Blso observed that the 
charge per unit volume on the rain was ~roportional 
to the potential grodient end independent of the rate 
of r.ainfall. But the charge recorded by E\ colleotor 
is dependent on the volume of r81n entering it and 
so on the rate of rainfall. 
The eerlier work of Scraae (1938) gBVe similar 
results to those of Simpson and he found thAt 60~ 
of the charge carried by rain was positive, while the 
potential gradient was usually negative. Scrase said 
that the intensity of electrificPtion of rBin was 
possibly dependent on the rete of ~scent of the 
associated air. So the rPin produced by the Ascent 
of eir up a gredual slope, es occurs for nimbostratus, 
would 'be less intensely electrified tban the rain 
produced by convectional ~:~soent. Scrf!se said that this 
would explain why the rain in the summer is more highly 
ch8rged es th~ results of Ramsey and Chalmers (1960) 
show. 
Scr~se also observed that ni:r.bostratus clouds cfln 
exist for long periods wDhout producine precipitation 
end on suoh occasions the potentisl gradient re~ains 
very close to the normal fine weather ve.lue. It was 
only when the cloud reeched the rain stage that the 
potential gradient was effected, th~t is when charge 
of one sign was being removed from the cloud~ So 
Scrt=~se conc,luded thet the falling of chBrged rain 
from the cloud layer is the c~use rAther than the 
effect of the disturbed potentiAl gradient. 
The results of Chalmers (1956) showed thRt the 
tot8l current downwards is positive during continuous 
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rein while the potentiel gradient is usually neg~tive. 
He found that the average v~lue of the current was 
+ 3.8 x lo-12 amps~/~2 and the average potential 
gradient - 176V/t1 •. 
4. The RelAtion 3etween Precipitation Current and 
Potential Gradient 
There exists during continuous rain a general 
inverse relationshi? of positive precipitetion current 
~nd ne~tive potential gradient. 
The inverse relation is not PlwAys observed, but 
this can possibly b~ explained by considering the 
type of collector used. If the shielding on the 
collector is too great it will prevent the m8jority 
of smell drops, which are found to carry a charge of 
opposite sign to the ~otential gradient, entering the 
collector. Smith (1955) measured tha charee on a 
large nurr.ber of dro9s during a short time interval 
and :found that the sum of the cbflrges on. the drops 
was of the sAm? sign as the potential gredient. 3ut 
he found that if he used the s~me apvaratus as Simpson 
( 1949) .h~ ... obtained the inverse relRtio~:-:~~ obtained by· 
Simpson. In his original experiment Smith was uneble 
to m~asure the charge on smBll drops due to the limit-
8tions of his apparatus. This would suggest that the 
inverse rel~tion ie mainly due to the smallest drorys. 
Simpson (1949) observed that the vAriAtion of 
precipi t8tion cJ.ll'rent emd. point discharge current with 
time often aopel:lr ~lmost to be the mirror image of each 
other. Jut SivAr8mA~rishnRn (1951) found that the 
change of sign of the precipitAtion current synchro-
nises more closely with the chBnge of sign of the 
potential. gr~dient then with .. th~ point 1ischFlrge 
current. It is this letter effect thst will be 
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referred to Bs the mirror imBge effect. 
During periods of continuous rain the potenti~l 
gradient is not usually large enough fo~ point discherge, 
and R~msry and Ch~lmers (1960) found that the positive 
maximum of the precipitation current often led or 
lagged behind the negative maximum of the potential 
gradient by a few minutes. Simpson (1949) also observed 
that the mirror was not the zero value of potential 
gradient but corres9onded approximately to the normal 
fine weather value. 
As A drop t8kes ~ few minutes to fall from the 
cloud to the ground the existence of the mirror image 
effect would suggest that the drops acquire their 
charge cl~se to the ground and so that the ch~rging 
of the rein is not due to the theory of Wilson (1929) 
as the potential gradient would be too low. 3ut. 
Chalmers (1957) suggested that the mirro~ image effect 
could be explained by considering the motion over the 
observer of clouds carrying different chArges at 
different places rather then due to changes in the 
relative positions of the charges in the cloud. This 
would allow the mirror image effect to be observed no 
matter P.t whet height the drop acquires it's charge, end 
so the drops could still obtain their charge according 
to the Wilson influence theory in the l~r~er potential 
gradients at higher levels. 
MPgono ~nd Or~kAse (1960 and 1961) found that 
occasions when the mirror image effect did not hold 
could possibly be explAined by considering the space 
charge due to the charge on the rein itself. They 
said that the mirror image effect could be explained 
by considering the removal from the cloud Qf oherge 
of one sign and the leaving behind of charge of the 
15' 
opposite. sign in the cloud. So any change in th~ 
rete of rainfall would result in P change of the 
space charge due to the drops And cause e temporary 
change in the potentiAl gradient e~t the groW1.d. 
So the simult~neous m~esurement of precipitet~on 
cUF1ent P.nd potenti~l gradient ~t two levels oould 
-~- 1 
give information Bbout both the effects mentioned. 
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CHA?TlliR 3 
THE DESIGN, CONSTdUCTIOI.f, CALI.dH.ATION a. AND 
PPERATION OF ·.~QU!Zlli."UT 
1. The Rein Collectors 
(e) Introduction 
Two rain collectors were construc·ted es shown 
in Fig. 4 and were of similar design to those of 
Screse ( 1938). ·Shielded collectors were used to 
reduoe ·the displacement and conduction currents 
in the collector situated at the top of the .. mast 
where ·the concentration of the lines of force on 
d.uc;. the earthed mast pro~es on intense potential 
gradient of magnitude many times that at the ground. 
Also the upper edge of the outer shield of the 
collector WAs the upoermost point on the mast. . 
3ut in spite of the shielding, 98% efficient 
according to Serase, it was not suffioint to 
prevent eppreci~ble displacement and conduction 
currents being ~eoorded by the collector at the 
top of the mast. ·So corrections for these currents 
had to be applied to the recorded ourrent to obtain 
the precipitation current, as described in Chapter 5. 
Although the ooncentrati'on of lines of force 
was very much smeller at the collector at the 
ground this collector was constructed in exactly 
the same w~y so that the effective oren over which 
rain was collected was the same for both collectors. 
(b) Construction 
EBch-.collector had an outer cylindri.~:al 
shield end Ibn inner aonioal one. Situated below 
the inner shield was a cone supported on polystyrene 
V. R.E. 
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insulators in which the rain, the ch8rge upon which 
was to be determined, w8s collected. The cone was 
connected by coe.xiRl cAble to the vib:r•t:~ting reed 
electrometer head unit which WRS f8stened to the 
outer cylinderic~l shield of the collector. To 
reduce microphonics due to Any movement of the cable 
the cone was sup~orted on e sh~ped viece of polystyrene. 
The central wire of the c8ble wAs ~ssed through the 
polystyrene end soldered to the inside of the cone. 
The polystyrene wBs supported on ~luminium struts 
and the C'Bble str~'!)ped to them. 
The heBters in the collectors were two 60 watt 
light bulbs wired in series end electrost~tioelly 
screened. 
(c) Associ~ted App~ratus 
~he signal passes from the cone to the vibrBting 
reed electrometer head unit end is fed into the 1010 
ohm input resistor ecross which a D.C. voltage is 
developed. This n.c. voltage is fed into e dynAmic 
ca'f)aci tor, the varying voltage !;>l~oduced across the 
capacitor being proportional to the D.C. voltage. 
A high insulntion 1000 uUF condenser was 
oonnec~ed across the input resistor to increase the 
response time of the instrument and so smooth out any 
short period fluctuations. The alterneting voltage 
was amplified P.nd the signal then passed to the 
vibrating reed electrometer indic8tor ~~t. The 
indicetor units were situAted in a heated weAther-
proof box close to the bottom of the mast end is shown 
in Fig.5, which shows the gener8l view at the bottom 
of the mast. 
The indicator unit amplified and rectified the 
signal from the head unit. Thr? indicator unit 
Fig.5 
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contained a built in sensitivity switch with the 
scalae :- 0-30MV., 0-lOOMVo, 0-300MV., and 
0-lOOOhlV. The output from the indicator unit was 
one milliamp for ~ full deflection on e~ch scPle. 
The outputs from the indicator units were 
·taken to another weBtherproof box, AgBin Si~wn~in 
Fig.5., and fed into a plugboard. From the plug-
' -- bo~rd the signal was taken directly to the 
observatory and after passing through the monito~ing 
system, Fig.l9,·was passed directly to the g.8lV8nometer. 
The indicator unit was set on the 300 k~ range 
and the monitoring system wee such that e full scale 
deflection was given on the monitoring meter for 
approximately e half full scale deflection on the 
indicator unit .. 
Five sensitivity ranges were incorporated ~n 
the monitoring system of each collector the least 
sensitive of which gave a full so~le deflection on 
the photographic recording paper for the approximately 
half milliamp signal. The most sensitive scale was 
approximately thirty times more sensitive t~an the 
least sensitive. 
A reversing awitoh was incorporated in the 
Observatory monitorine penal for each collector to 
facilitate the monitoring. of the precipitation currents 
when they changed sign. 
(d) Calibration 
The calibration of the vibrAting reed electro-
meterswas c'arried out by applying known D.C. voltages 
through the jack plug in the recording circuit of 
the indicator unit. To out out any spurious effeots 
from the collector the head unit was shorted out. 
COLLECTOR 'a' 
+2 
-s -2 ·-1 
-2 
-4 
CURRENT 
(AMPS.x /0-9) 
+I +2 
COLLECTOR 'A' 
DEFLECT ION ~MS) 
+3 +S 
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In order to oPlibrate the vibr~ting reed 
eleo~rometer ~s a current measuring .device it was 
necess~ry to know the input resistor in usa es 
accurately f'S possible • .Aooordine to the lit~ratura 
. . 
eup"J?l-ied with the vibrating. reed eleotrometeJS the 
resistors were accurAte to within 10%. The ~lues 
. 
of the resistors were checked by the method of 
leakage of ~ .stAndRrd condenser ~nd were found 
to be (l.OB+ 1.04) x l010ohms for the nominal 
1o10ohm resis.tor~ in eaoh vibrating reed electro-
meter. 
Using a potential divider voltages from 1 ~1V 
to 150 f,!V were .applied. As it was intended for 
visual monitoring to be carried out wherever 
possible five sensitivity renges were incorporated 
in the moni torine system. Tb.e1:1e were known fls the 
'5', '15', '30', 1 80\, and '160' .ranges ~s ~ full 
scale Ceflection on recording pB~er for e8ch renge 
~ 
corresponded ap~roximately to reBdings of 5, 15, 
30, 80 And 160 i{lV' on the indioF:ltor unit meter when 
set on the 300 MV rAnge. The v~lues registered by 
the monitoring microt:\mmeters when scale c-h~mges 
were necessary were noted, but when visUBl monitoring 
was not possible both collectors were set on the 
'30' rnnge. Et"ch rPnse w~s calibrAted in turn t=tnd 
the cAlibration of the '80' renge for each colle~tor 
is shown in Fig.6. It ~as 8rransed that when the 
sign of the preci,itation currents from both 
o~1leotors were the same their deflections on the 
photographic record were in ov7osite directions 
f::•om the oentral zero to mE\ke for easier enalyais 
of the records. 
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Full eoale, 5 oms daflaO'tione on the·. f.1 ve rE~ngee 
corresponded to precipitetion currents of tl, 34, 72, 
171, end 345 )lJlA/i~12. As the records could be measured 
to an accuracy of 2 mm then the gre8test sensitivity 
. of the instrument corresponded to a current of 0.4 RUA/M2• 
As Chalmers (1957) stated tb8t the preci,itation current· 
during continuous rBin was in the rAnge 1-100 ~;M2 
the system described should meAsure All th~ VAlues of 
precipitation current encountered. 
{e) Performemae And Problems .:mcountered. 
The collectors opa~8ted f~irly satisfactorily over 
a· period of 18 months during which they were outside, 
firstly at the Science La~orAtories for tastine, end 
then At the Observ8tory. 
When.the collectors were first outsid~ Pt the 
Observatory they were very insensitive Pnd did not 
even restJOnd over violently to the cone being touched. 
This was probRbly·due to moisture shorting out the 
input resiBtors~ .so the dessicRtors were removed and 
a small oven constructed to dry the~. Jut when the 
dessioators were replAced the Derformpnoe wPs even 
worse e.s possibly moisture had got into the head units. 
So the collectors we-re talt.:en inside to dry out and 
spare dessic~tors obtained so that they could be 
changed every day if necessary. After this no 
further di:fficul ties of insulAtion breR'.-::d~·.vn due to 
moisture were encountered even in the hePviest rain-
fall. Also insul~tion br~Pkdown due to spiderA' webs, 
as ex?erienoed by Merry (1960),never occurred. 
Vmen the fi~st test recordA w~re t~~en the 
output sign~l from the indi~Ator units were fed 
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into a pen recorder. A l8rge defle~tion, corres-
ponding to Bn epnroximBte 50I'1V deflection on the 
indicator unit, was observed during periods of 
no rain, and had 8 long period v~rietion. But if 
the collector heaters were switched off the deflection 
fell to zero in about 15 mlnutes And retUl•ned to the 
• 
original value when they were switched on a~in. This 
suggested that the cause was the evaporation of water 
in the cone. This was checked by emptying the cone 
end covering it with a zeroing plete .but the deflections 
eti_ll occurred and varied from approximately 20 MV 
to over 109 MV from dey to day. This showed that 
evaporation from the cone was not the cause, but 
the heaters were possibly causing evaporation of the 
moisture on the ground. If the evaporation caused 
a charge separation then part of this charge would 
come into contact with the cone and be recorded. 
This would account for the day to dey changes in 
the magnitude of the recorded signal. So the bases 
of the collectors were filled in with an aluminium 
plate and the spurious signal was not observed again. 
This effect probably accounts for the large zero 
deflection that varied from day to dey and even 
during recording that was reported by Merry (1960). 
A large steady zero defleation was recorded by 
one of the collectors but this was eliminated by 
isolating the leads carrying the signal from the 
rest of the equipment at the plug board and the 
monitoring panel. The probBble cause waa contaot 
potentials at these two earth points. 
The only other diffic~lty encountered was when a 
component of one of the indicator units burnt out. 
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2. The Agrimeter 
(e) Introduction .And Theory 
Due to the lerce ~otential er~dients Pt the top 
·of the m~st it wAs decided to use ~n egrimeter of 
s1mil8r bE~sic desien to that of ChBlmeors (1953), but 
of. much smPller dimensions, there. 
The BdV8ntnges of the 8grimeter ar~ that it gives 
the sign of, the pot~nti~l gr~dient directly Rnd the 
signal from the instrument can be fed to 8 ~lvenometer 
without amplific8tion. 
A diAgrem of the ogrimeter is shown in l!"l].g.S. 
In the agrimeter o moving plete passes under en 
opening in an earthed cover. .As the plate passes under 
the opening it is connected to earth and it's upper 
surft"lce then oRrries s chorge proportional to the 
number of lines of forDe-~ending ·on it. So the charge 
carried by the plate is proportional to the potential 
gradient. The earth connection is than broken end the 
plete ~oves on carrying it's charge with it. After 
; " pas sine under the cover 1 t gi. ves up·' a propo1•tion of 
it's cheree to 8 contBct which acts as a 'collector'. 
The collector is cofu~ected to a galvanometer 8nd if 
the potential gr~dient rem~ins constant taen each 
time the pl~te reech~s the collector it carries the 
sBme guaatity of ch8rge. 
So a pulsed current flows through the ~lv~no­
meter and if' the period of oretllation of the ~lvano­
meter is fer greater then the period between suocessivB 
pulses then the galvanometer shows o steady defleation 
for a constant potential gradient. The res~onse of 
the instrument to changes in potential gr~dient is 
governed only by the response time of the galvanometer. 

AGRIMETER ELEVATJON 
FLEXIBLE A COUP lNG 
.-------------------~ 
MOTOR 
SECTION A-A 
F1g.8 
2·3 
If the 8ffeotive ~re~ of the pl~te exposed to a 
potential gr~dient vf m~gnitude F volts/metre is 
Aom-2 , then the charge carried by the plete is given by, 
Q = FA x 10-l3 (1) 
--36 tt 
If C is the cBpac·i ty or the plf'ta when in contact with 
the collector; ~ the ca~aoity of tha ooll~ctor, cable, 
and connected 8ppPr~tus; a the resistance between the 
cable and earth; and T the time between suO"Cessive 
contacts of the DlAtes And the oolle~tor. 2hen if C<<D 
·and T/R(<D, -tiie' averAge current nowing -:throue;h R is 
given by 
I = Q r _,_ (2) 
GR + T 
So if H. is -lO:S small I 0 = Q = FA x 10 · amperes (3) 
T 36 I! T 
(b) Construction 
A general view and two ae~tional dioe~e~s of the 
a grime tar are shown in Figs. 7 end a. 
A 1/15 H.~. motor, giving a maximum of 4500 revs/min 
b~t which·oould be var~ed to any required rate of revo-
lution by adjusting a series resistor, was used to drive 
a steel shaft· ·thr.ough a flexible coupling.--- The steel 
shaft was supported by two tufnol be(lrings, mounted in 
steel supports, a distAnce of 20cms a~rt. 
On the shaft were mounted two tufnol discs, each of 
9oms die~meter and 6 m.~ thickness, a distBnce of 16.5oms 
ap8rt. 3ight identical copper plAtes of area 33cms-2 
were attached round the rims of the discs at equal 
intervals par8llel to the shoft. The discs were fixed 
:to .the sheft and rotated with.it. 
On one of the diao·s, ss shown in Section .A-A 
F1g. 9 
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of Fig.S., were mounted 16 equal brass sectors 
insulated from each other v.nd concentric with the 
shaft. Alternate se~tors were connected to the 
corresponding copper plate nearest to the sector. 
Two spring loaded carbon brushes formed the 
contacts to earth and to the galvanometer, the 
latter being termed the 'collector•. The brushes 
were fitted to make contact with the sectors. The 
contact to earth was connected to the plate when the 
plate wes-:dir~ctly exposed to the electric ·:rfeld. 
This plate then came into contact with the collector 
after rotating th?ougn 45°. Another carbon brush 
connected the shaft to earth. 
The instrument was mounted on a steel base 
which in turn was supported by antivibretion mountings. 
The antivibretion mountings were important as the 
instrument was bolted direc·tly to the meat close to 
the rain collector and any appreciable vibration would 
have effected both instruments. The whole instrument 
was enc·losed in en aluminium aese. 
The agrimeter was zeroed by a mechanical 
arrangement by which en earthed copper plate moved 
across the opening in the earthed cover. It was 
operated by a cord at the foot of the mast. The plate 
moved along tufnol guides end a spring attached to 
the plate returned it to its original position when 
the cord was released. Figs.9 show the egrimeter 
with the plate in the normsl running position end 
in the zeroing position. 
Due to the dependence of the egrimeter output 
on the rete of revolution of the motor a constant 
voltage transformer was used. 
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(c)· ·calibration 
. The calibration of the Agrimeter was cArried 
out using the ~alibration plates shown in Fig.ll, 
and usins the identical cables end associated 
equipment to be used during l'eoording. The egrimeter 
was sunk into a pit in the ground s~ch that the earthed 
cover was in the same plene as the lower calibration 
plate. The second calibration plf\te was separated 
from the lower one by tufnol insulators 5 oms. l.ong · 
and eo formed a parallel plate condenser. 
Five sensitivity rang_es were incorporated in the 
monitoring system by the ~se. of suitable shunts 
on the ge 1 vemometer. These were known as the '32' , 
'100', '300','900','2700' ranges. These scale values 
were connected in some original calculations to the 
.equivalent potential gra<Iients at the g1'ound for 
thos~ recorded at the top of the mast, to give full 
scale deflections on the recording paper. 3ut 
subsequent alterntions to the instrument And errors 
in the estimate of the exposure faotor of the mest 
an~ the effectivG area of the plate exposed when 
in. the earthed position. so the scale.velu~s had 
no meaning ex~ept ~s ~ guide to their relative 
sensitivities. 
Each of the sc~les were calibrated in turn for 
both negstive.and positive potential gradients. The 
. . 
calibration of the '3~' rAnge is shown in FiB.lO. 
In the instrument the openinB in the earthed 
cover· was such Ps to expose 20 cm-2 of the copper 
plate when earthed. 
For ~ potential gradient of 5000 volts/metre 
and 8 motol' speed of 2000 revs./min., T = 3;aoo sees, 
PG(V/M X 103) 
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then the t~eore~ioal output 
given by t!l 2a(3) as 
.Io ~. 2.34 X 10-S 
. ' 
of the instrument was 
amperes. 
3ut the current registered by the ~lvanometer was 
. . -8 I = 1.5 x 10 amperes. 
The· difference between the theoretical and praotioal 
········values was bao:ause the effeettive erea of the plata 
exposed was smeller than the opening in' the earthed 
cover· due to .the partial' shielding of the potential 
gradient by the earthed oover. Also, to a lesser 
extent, the difference was due toR, the· resistance 
between the oable and earth, being not sufficiently 
small. to be completely negle.cted. 
On the most sensitive soele A defleettion of 1 om 
was obtained on the' record for 8' potential gradient 
of 1200V/M at the top of th~ mast. 
The instrument had a zero output equivalent 
to a positive potential gradient of 90 volts/metre. 
The calculation of the ·exposure feotor for the 
instrument will be discussed in Chapter V,2. 
i · I: (e) Perfo.t•manoe .and Problems Encountered 
' I 
The egrimeter was placed in position At the 
top. of the mast j11st below the collector end its 
output signal·was fed into the plugboard~at the 
bottom of the meat before being taken to the 
monitoring and recording systems in the Observatory. 
Initially a 130 ohm resistor was used in series 
.with the motor to give the required rate of rotation • 
. But ft was found that the instrument took too long 
:.to accelerate to the constant rate of rotation 
required. so a 90 ohm resistor was placed in 
parallel with the 130 ohm resiator and a switch 
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incorporated so that the 90 ohm resisto.r ·was in 
series with the motor· fo£' 30 sees After switching 
:-···· .· <?n SO· enabling the· agrimeter to aacelerS;~~ faster • 
The switch was then reversed to bring in the 130 ohm 
resistor. 
With the 130 ohm resistor in series the rate 
of revolution was a~proximately 2000 revso/min., 
but it was found that this corresponded to a resonant 
vibration frequency of the instrument. The resulting 
vibration caused the tufnol bearings to get hot and 
the rat·e of revolution dropped by about 10% over a 
period of two hours. Consequently there was a 10% 
reduction in the output signal for a oonst8nt value 
of the potential gradient. But it was found that if 
the 90 ohm resistor was used at ell times the rate 
of rotation increased to approxima·tely 2350 revs/min. 
At this rete of rotation the Vibration was practically 
non existent and the magnitude of the output signal· 
showed no measurable change, for a_constant potential 
. . . 
gradient, over a period of four hours. The calibration 
of the acrimeter had shown that it's output signal 
varied in a linear way with the potential gradient 
and the rAte of revoluti'on. So the rate of revolution 
was accurately determined, ! 2C;b, using an ast!illosoope 
and the calibration ourves were recalculated. 
When records were being taken the agrimeter was 
zeroed approximately every half hour for a p~riod 
of 30 sees. But during the .reoord of May 19th it 
was found that after about five hours of continuous 
rain a lBrge zero drift occured in the agrimeter 
ou.tput signal. So du.rinB the remainder of this 
record zeroing was carried out more frequently. 
On investip,ation afterwards it was found that the 
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coaxial plug and socket where the signal cable 
left the agrimeter were very wet, end so the zero 
drift wee probably due to contact potentials 
associated with this moisture. A. shield was then 
built to cover the :-plugs and the trouble did not 
recur. 
Apart from these faults the agrimeter worked 
satisfactorily during the period of record. 
3. The F;ield Mills 
(a) Introduction 
Due to the lower value of the potential gradient 
at the bottom·. of the mast it was decided to use field 
mills, similar. to those described by Mapleson and 
.Whitlock (1955), both there end as the calibrAtion 
instrument. 
~e majority of the work connected with the 
field mills was carried out by Collin, and so only 
a brief account will be given here end for further 
details the reader is referred to Collin (1962 and 1963). 
The main contribution of the author to this work was 
in the construction of a mill amplifier. 
(b) Sign Discrimination 
Collin (1962) devised e new method of sign 
d.'lscrimination. A low positive vol tege was fillplied 
to the rotor for three seconds every half minute 
and this produced pulses on the record. The direction 
of the pulses gave the sign of the potential gradient. 
If the pulses increased the magnitude of the 
potential gradient the potential gradient was positive, 
while those that decreased the magnitude showed the 
potential gradient to be negative. The pulses can 
be seen on the records shown in Figs. 29 end 30. 
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Simil~r amplifiers were used with each mill 
and were of t}fe same basic design as tho.~.of ~tilner 
(1959). The amplifier circuit is shown in Fig.l3. 
(o) Calibration 
' , ··T The field mills were calibrated in the same way 
as the agrimeter. Five sensitivity ranges were 
incorporated in the monitoring system of each mill, 
namely the '50', '150', '300 1 , '600', and '1250' 
ranges. Each was oelibrated in turn and the oali-
., 
bration ourves for the two mills on the '300' range 
are shown in Figs. 14 and· 15.· 
Due ·to rectification the signal always produced 
·deflections in the same direation and it was. arranged 
to· have the zero near to· one ·edge of the recording 
paper. So the full soale deflection was approximately 
10 oms 'instead of 5 oms as for the other instruments. 
(d) Performano·e 
It was found that after considerable rein, water 
tended to drip onto the rotor and caused e fluctuating 
output. To reduoe this effect the rotor and stator 
.were stirrounded by a shield as shown in Fig.l2. 
The output from the mill at the bottom of the 
ma-S!t,·mill A, was found to be reduced when the 
cslibretion mill, mill B, was operating at the same 
time, as the two·running tor.ether effected the power 
supply. So when mill B was running the recorded 
output trom mill A was multiplied by a calculated 
factor. Otherwise the mills, especially mill A, 
worked satisfaot~rily. 
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4. The Rate Ot Rainfall Reoorde~ 
(a) Introduction 
As previously mentioned the value of .the 
precipitation current depends on the rate of rain 
fall. Amongst methods of measurement of the rete 
of rainfall has been the one of Scrase (1938) 
and Simpson (1949) who measured the internal between 
successive fillings of a vessel which tilted and 
emptied when full. The vessel was incorporated in 
the collector, but it only gave the averege rate of 
rainfall between successive emptyings of the vessel. 
Ramsay and Chalmers (1960) measured the variation 
of the capacity of a parallel plAte condenser as it 
filled up with water. So it was possible to determine 
the rate of rainfall at any instant. 
The instrument constructed followed the besia 
design of Adkins ( 1959o). The rein fell into a 
cone at the bottom of which was a nozzle which 
produced drops of a constant size. They fell through 
a grid of parallel wires, end in so doing instantan-
eously completed a oirouit which triggered a monoetable 
multivibrator. The output from the multivibrator 
was integrated by a miller integrator end the output 
was proportional to the rate of production of drops, 
and so to the rate of rainfall. 
Due to the collapse of the mast the instrument 
was not used simultaneously with the other instruments, 
but the construction end apvroximate calibration were 
c'ompleted. · 
(b) Construgtion 
The aluminium collecting oone was soldered 
into the top of an aluminium cylinder as shown in 
Fig.l6 
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Fig. 16. The nozzle was made of brass and of such 
l, ... •• 
dimensions that the water in the cone could always 
bridge the throat of the nozzle. By heating to red 
heat an oxide layer was formed on the nozzle which 
ensured that the surface wetted easily. The volume 
of 500 consecutive drops falling through the nozzle 
was determined three times end found to be constant~ 
The wire grid, made of ].)letinum to avoid 
corrosion due to the rainwater, was adjustable to 
ensure the correot position of the grid below the 
nozzle. ·.Alternate wires of the grid were oonnected 
·to the earthed shield and the central wire of a 
coaxial cable. The cable led to the electronic 
seo·tion of the apparatus shown in F:ig.l7. 
The 2 megohm potentiometer enabled the ·time 
constant of the instrument to be veried from 20 to 
60 seconds. 
(a·) Cfllibration And Performance 
Water was allowed to fall into the cone at a 
known rate from a pipette. The rate was varied and 
the defleo·tions produqed reoo~ded photographically , 
The calibrat~on was repeated and it was found that the 
peaks due to individual pulses could not be detected 
for a time constant greater than 30 sees and f~r a 
rete of rair~~ll gra&~er than 1 fum/hour • 
.. 
· An exact calibration waa not oarrie.d out but. the 
approximate one showed that the instrwnent was 
- probably sui table for the wqrk. 
· 5· !_ux1~1Bry Apparatus 
(a) Reoording System 
Four Tinsley end one Pye mirror gBlvenometers 
were used of current sensitivities ranging from 

·,. 
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9 X. 10-q 
5.4 x 10- amperes/em to 3.7 amperes/om at a distance 
of one metre between the galvanometer and scale. 
The signal from the agrimeter was taken directly 
to the monitoring system without amplification and 
for low values of potential gradient the complete 
signal wa·s fed directly to the most sensitive 
galvanometer. The recording system is Shown in 
Fig. lB. 
Using standard galvanometer lamps spots of 
·light were refle~ted from the galvanometer mirrors 
on to a slit camera carrying 120 mm sensitised 
paper. The camera motor waE? mains operated ~nd 
the rate of rotation was suoh that 5 minutes of 
recording appeared on 8 oms of film. Examples of 
.-:-:-.-:the records !\.re shown in Figs. 29 and 30.- ··-·.· 
. A syn~hronous motor, 1 rev./min, was used with 
a su1table-c8m to switch off the supply to the 
fogging lamp for 3 seconds every half minute. So 
white lines were produced on the film at hBlf minute 
intervsls and these acted as ~ time scBle. 
(b) t.1oni torine System 
All monitoring was cerried out in the Obs~rv8tory 
t 
and the monitorinR system is shown·in Fig.l9. 89 part 
of the sohe~atic di8grem of the complete experimentBl 
set up. F1g.20 shows the raok mounting cr the monitor-
ing panel, amplifiers, and power supplies. 
Due to the low signAl P scAlamp g81Vf\n.ometer was 
used to monitor the Bgrimeter. The precipitBtion 
current variations were observed ?n two suitPbly 
shunted 100 mioroamp. meters. 
As no great differences were expected in the 
magnitude of the outputs from the two mills the circuit 
wes designed so that each could be monitored in turn 
G 
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(c) Cables '< 
At the commencement of the work ell the c~bles 
in the Observatory field were pulled u~ as m~ny had 
become ovc>r.grqwn. .All the new m~ins and.· ·ao8:xifll o~bles 
were oRrried between the Observatory and the mP.st on 
'T' supports Bbout 16 inches· high • 
./ 
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CH.AJ?T~R 4 
mXP~RIMBifTS O!l THE EFPECT 0~' SPLASHI'VG 
(l) Introduction 
As previously mentioned the ~otential gradient 
~t the top of the mast is extremely large. As the 
upper edge of the outer cylinder of the ooll<?ctor is 
the uppermost level of the mest structure then the 
potential gr8dient will tend to have its lBrgeat 
value et this position. Also even though the inner· 
conical Shield is itself shielded by the outer cylinder 
the potential gr~dient still h~s a l8rge value close 
to it. So when drovs Are in the vicinity of the 
upoer collector they ere in a region of very high 
potential gradient. 
i.ile gono and Koenwna ( 1960) measured the charge on 
water droplets produced when drops were broken while 
under the influence of e potentiel gr~dient of 2000 
volts/metre. They found experimentally, F~nd put 
forward a theoretical explanation, that the charge 
on the droplets was due to electrostatic induction 
~s the sign of the charge on the <~ope chenged when 
the sign of the potential grs.dient changed. 
So when the raindrOJS strike the outer or inner 
shields of the oolleotor they are broken up i""lto a 
number of droplets ~nd.this tEtkes place in A region 
of high potential grAdient. Some of these droplets 
will enter the oone end their chArge will be recorded. 
So it would seem possible thRt this effect is 
responsible for the sudden pe~ks that occur in the 
precipitation current as recorded At the top of the 
mast 8nd m~y m~ka a considerable contribution to the 
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totel current recorded there. 
The aim of the experi'llents was to estAblish, 
in the laboratory, conditions similf'lr to those B.t 
the upper collector, and to then investi5Ate the 
dependenae of the chergins effect on the votential 
, .... _gradient. .Also to see if the amount of ~plas~ing, 
.-.·.· . · .. · ·-··=····-· 
end hence possibl' the amount of spQ~ious chBrge 
produced in this way, could be reduced by covering 
the shield edges with some form of materiel. 
HBindrops fell P~ all times directly on to 
the sur.face of the collector cone find on to any 
water residing in the bottom of the cone. Although 
the potential gradient F~t this [.)osition would be 
very much lower than At the edges of the shields 
the cherging on such impacts was also investigAted. 
If en expos~e factor of 100 is assumed for the 
collector and the shielding efficiency is 98~ as 
claimed by Sorase (1938) it would still be possible 
to heve e potential gradient of the order of 1000 
·.·:-.- .. _.volts/metre at the cone during the condi ti.o-ns being 
investmgated in the present -;,ork. 
( 2) Construo·tion Of .Apparatus 
Pn elevation and plan of the ep~Aretus is shown 
in Fig.21 and the complete epp8ratus is shown in 
Fig. 22. 
The appAratus was composed of two ~~rallel 
Aluminium plates se9arated 5 em by insul~tors. A 
narrow slit wns made in the upper plate to Pllow the 
drops to pass through. A square section wAs cut from 
the oentre of the lower plate, Rnd inside this wes 
placed another Bluminium plBte in the s8me plane es 
the lower plate put isolated from it by a ge~p of 
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i om. This· oentrBl plate will be referred to f\S the 
oolleotor piate as it was the charge on the droplets 
faJ,.li,ng onto this plAte that wa.s ·.to be messured. The 
lower plate and the oolleotor plate were raised from 
the lower perspex base so that electrical contact could 
not be made between them by water aocumul~ting in the 
" apparatus. 
The splashing edge was constructed out of 
aluminium of the same gauge as, and incltned·~t a 
similar angle to, the inner shield of the collector so 
as to reproduce the conditions as aoourately as possible. 
The splashing edge was attached at it's base to the 
lower plate and projected so that the edge where the 
splashing would coeur was over the collector ·plate. 
The splashing edge itself was only apDroximately 
2 oms from the upper plate to whioh voltages were to 
be aoplied. This would cnuse lines of force to 
converge at the edge but this would be balanced to 
some extent as the point on the edge that the drops 
would strike was below the slit in the upver plate. 
But.it would not be possible to determine the actual 
potential gradient at the point of impact. 
The colle~tor plete was connected through the 
perepex to the vibrating reed electrometer head unit. 
The water dropper used was one constructed by 
a previous worker Pnd a length of polystyrene tubing 
'.; .. e.s attached to 1 t to enable single drops to be 
released by the observer when required. The droyper 
was fixed 70 ems ebove the upper plete. 
It was found that the recording apparatus wee 
very sensitive to any movement in the laboratory 
and so en flluminium shiald, with observation holes 
in it was placed between the observer and the 
epoare-tus. 
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;. Exoerimantel .?roced.ure .And Results 
Throu.g..'l1.out the worl<: two observers were required, 
one to rele~se the drops ~nd to check thPt they splashed 
off the edge, where this was required, and the other to 
observe the defle~tion registered by the meter of the 
vibrBting reed electrometer indicetor unit. The work 
was c8rried out in thre~ n~rts Pnd is discussed below 
. as three sepArate experiments. 
(a) 8xperiment 1 
The o·harge reoord.ed by the collector 9late was 
obse>t'ved for drops snlf\shing on the edge with vP.rlous 
voltages applied to the ;>lBtes r~ngins from - 115 volts 
to + 115 volts. For e~ch volt~ge the millivolts 
deflection produced for eeoh drop w~s observed end the 
charge calculated for en AverDge of 18 drops ~t eAQh 
e~~lied voltage. !he averAge chR~ge recorded per drop 
for eech voltege is shown in Fig.2~. 
(b) Experiment 2 
The experiment was reveated for a gP.rticu.lPr 
·applied voltege, na.:nely - 69 volts, but for different 
substBnoes covering the spleshin~ edge. This was dona 
for four substAnces, n~mely, felt, tissue ~1a9er, foam 
rub::,e, ... , and rubb-er. The c~rge waE; recorded for each 
drop according to the order in which the dro;> fell in 
order to determine if the cherging effects associ~ted 
with the surfece altered as the drops continued to fall 
onto it. The results ere shown in Fig.24 ~nd th~ dotted 
line r~?~presents the averE•ga ch~rge recorded for splf;'sh-
ing d1.rectly on the eluminium edge without sny cover-
ing. The charging effects produced by the aluminium 
edge did not alter with time. 
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{c) ExpQriment 3 
The ehsrge w~s observed for drops falling directly 
onto the alumini~~ colleetor plate, end onto water in 
a metal cont~iner on the colle~tor plate, for v~rious 
applied voltl\ges. These. ware the conditions for the 
drops fRlling dii'ectly onto. the cone and any residual 
W8ter in 1 t. 
The experiment was repeated for the aluminium 
surf8ce covered with blotting paper. 
~he .results . o!)t~ined are ~:~hown in Fig. 25. 
100 dt•ops from the drop:}~r were found to ru.ve a volume 
of 2.25 oc., ·and so the average dro-p radius was 1.75 mm. 
4. Analysi.s of Result§ 
(e) .Expe:rimeE.t 1 
As ean be f?6en from Flg.23 the ehflrge reeorded by 
the oolleetor plnte was directly proportional to, but 
of opposite sign to, thfil applied vol t8ge. 
·This een be explained in terms of the induoad charge 
o·flu.sad by the applied potenti8l gradient. When the drop 
makes contact with the edge·it is split into a number 
of .frBgments and for some short time these remmined 
joined to the edge by films of water •. 
If we consider s negat'lve t.'\ 1plied voltage, as 
would be the most common condition in continuous rain, 
then•the drops have been polArised, before contact with 
the edge, with e positive che~rge on the upper surfac-e 
and a negative charge on the lower surface. After 
splashing, and while the frf\grnents are still in .contact 
with the edge we get further induced ohargits produced 
on the sUrf~ces of.the films. The neg~tive chQrge 
then passes to eQrth tlu•ough the edgs and leflvese 
resultant positive charge on the fraements. These 
fragments carrying a post ti ve charge wi 11 be in e range 
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of sizes varying from droplets of the same order 
of magnitude as the original drop to ions composed 
of a group of water molecules. The larger charged 
dropl~ts fall to the collector plate end.it is the 
charge on these droplets that is registered, while 
the smaller particles will be attracted towards the 
upper plate. The opposite effect would occur tor 
a positive potential gradient. 
Megono and Koenuma (1960) found that when dro~s 
were frec·tu.red in mid Pir by e gust from a blower 
~fter p~ssing through ~ horizontal field then the 
surfece charge present on the drops was lett on the 
droplets. They considered a drop being split into 
two equel droplets such that the surface oherge 
was exactly split, the positive charge being on 
one droplet and the negative on the other. 
They calculated that for a drop of diameter 
6.2 mm. falling in a potential gradient of 2000 volts/ 
;.;.:-:····metre, the. charge on each droplet would be 1·.·65P.U 
coulombs. In practice they found that the large drop 
split up into approximately 10 droplets, but that the 
sum of the charges measured on them of each sign was 
close to the theoretical value. 
In the present experiment a charge of 1.65 ~ 
coulombs corresponded to a~ applied voltage of 32 volts. 
This corresponded to ~ uniform potential gradient of 
640 volts/metre if only the parallel plates, 5 oms. 
apart, were considered. But the potenti~l.gredient 
at the edge would probably be larger than this. So 
if the difference in the radius of the drop snd the 
different method of splashing are considered, then 
it is probably correct to say that the results obtained 
40. 
are of the same order of magnitude as those of 
~agono and Koenuma. 
The results also show ~greement w1 th those. of 
Adkins (1959a) who found that when a·drop splashes 
:·:-:.:-:-at the grotmd it releases chBrge of cpposi te· ·s!:gn to 
th~ potential gradient to the air. It is p~rt of 
this released charge that has been measured in this 
experiment. 
(b) Experiment 2 
Adkins (1959e) found that the amount of splash-
ing depended upon the surface concerned and so various 
coverings were tried on the edge to try end reduce the 
splashing ~nd so possibly the emount of chsrge recorded 
by the colleator plate due to this effect. 
Both the felt end the rubber coverings ~roduced 
a fer greate~ number of droplets on the collector 
plate than the uncovered alumini wn edge. And in both 
c:ases the average obarge recorded per drop was ap'1rox-
imately double thet for an aluminium edge. So it would 
ap1)e.ar that the charge is dependent on the number of 
droplets produced by the surfece. 
For the foam rubber And the tissue paper there 
::..·.·.·.·was a reduc-tion compared with the Aluminium···-aa.:ge for 
the first few drops. This was probably due to the 
absorbent properties of the materiels, and it was found 
that when the covering became wet the charging affect 
was slightly greater than for the aluminiwa. 
In all oases there was greater fluctuation in 
the amount of oharge recorded from drop to drop than 
::.·.·.·.·for aluminium w1 t:h which the charge produoe·a···was 
fairly constant •. ·so nnne of the coverings tried 
showed any improvement. The experiment oould possibly 
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be carried out constructing the edge itself from 
different metals. 
(c) Experiment 3 
It was found that for ~ops felling directly 
onto the aluminium collector plate the chsrge 
recorded was alvvays positive and or approximfltely 
constant magnitude for all the voltages epplied to 
the. plates.. A similar effect·was found when the 
collector ~late was covered with blotting paper, 
exc_ept that· the charge recorded showed a slight 
dependenc~ on the applied voltage. So in both 
O'asea negative charge was released to the air, but 
. . . . 
the number of droplets produced and the amount of 
charge recorded were both considerably less th8n 
for the two previous experiments. 
\Vhen the drops fell onto water a far greater 
amount of splashing was observed and the charge 
recorded was mainly of the same sign as, and prop-
ortional to, the applied voltage. So for a negstive 
applied voltage the charge released to the air 
would be positive, and of similar magnitude to the 
charges recorded in Experiment 1. 
In experiment 1 .only the charge on the droplets 
too ~arge to be attracted by the upper plate was 
recorded, while in the case of the water the recorded 
charge was due to the removal by the up~er plate of 
the smaller droplets or ions which were produced on 
splashing and oar~ied a charge of opposite sign to 
the potential gradient. The larger droplets would 
. . . 
hardly leave the surface of the water before falling 
b80k again. ~is would suggest that the oharge 
oeused by induo~ion was carried in comparable amounts 
by the larger droplets end the smaller droplets or ions. 
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In each case when zero voltage was P.pplied·approx-
imately the same ~ositive charge wes recorded by the 
aolleator ·plate, and so a negeti ve ah.Ar·ge was released 
to t~e air. This would seem to .be due to the Lenard 
( 1892) effect~ He found the results to be very 
1 
sensitive to traces of impurity in the wpter. Lenard 
. ' ' ( 1921) s~id ·that it was essential for the dro? to disrupt 
·' 
with greAt violence and so was dependent on the energy 
of the drop~ He found t}fet a ~op of 4 mm rAdius 
' ' 
produced a chBrge of 2 ,;.o.u .. coulohes ,., which corresponded 
to about 5.4 ~ coulo~bs/c.a._Chapman (1950} found 
charges about 10 times greater than these. The results 
shown in Fig. 25 are for a drop of 1. 76 JIWll radius Pnd 
' ' 
a charge of 0.9~ aoulombs was recorded, ·corresponding 
. to 40 ..uu. coul~mbs/e .c. This value is midway between 
thoseof Lenard and Chapmen. 
' ' 
Gill end Alfrey (1952) investiPated the spletshing 
of water on vArious surfaces and suggested that there 
was no reliable· evidence for the oroduction of ions 
when water splashes onto a surface, end that the effect 
could. be explained in electrostatic terms. They also 
claimed that the ions measured by many workers were in 
fec·t highly charged w~ter droplets, as h8s in fact been 
considered in the present work. 3ut it is the very 
existence of the charge that is of importance in the 
·present work, and not so much its origin. 
5· Splashing At The Collector 
S.plashing at the collector was· considered from 
the point of how many drODS would spl~sh ~t the $dges 
of the oolleotor shields. 
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Dimensions of the collector:~ 
Diameter of outer cylindrical shield 
•> 
Thickness of outer shield 
. mameter· of inner conio8l shield . 
'Tliiokness of inner shield 
=-34 oms. 
= 0.175 oms. 
= 19.5 oms • 
= 0.1 oms. 
For 8 fixed rete of r~inf~ll, namely 2 mm~., 
and essumina th~t All the drops in a pArticulsr 
period were ot the sa~e size, then the following 
. quanti ties were calculflted for both the inner and 
the outer shields. 
S = Number of drops striking ~hield edge 
Number of drops entering cone directly 
T = Numbe~ of drops etrikine the shield per sea. 
The ratios were oalcuiated for three different 
drop diameters rsngine from 1 mm to 3.5 111:!1. The 
smaller diemeter wAs that of the smallest dro9s 
.considered to exist in continuous rf!infall while 
the larger dia~~~~r wes that of the dr_?9.~ u.sed in 
the experiment, but these would be lsr89r in general 
then those actually existing in continuous rAinf8ll. 
So an intermediate diameter of 2 mm v~s slso used. 
DROP ImmR SHIELD OUTER SdiBLD 
DI.MiETim s T s T 
lmm 1/16 5/3 1/10 8/3 
2mm 1/12 1/3 1/5 2/3 
3:5 mm 1/7 1/11 1/4 2/11 
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~.:er1•y ( 1960), probFbly using drops of diameter 3.5 mm , 
found that for every drOJ? splashing on the outer 
shield. 3 ·observ~?~'ble droplets reAched the cone!. He 
used o Sl)eciP.lly tre8t~d. filter ?Bper to dete'ct the 
droplets. Then fl. drop struck ths inner oonioE\1 
shield 7~ ·particles reached the cone. If.erry said 
th!?t the dr:Jps used were leree And thst this would 
aid the splAshing effect. ~1tl.t this would be com-
. peilsRted to soma exte:1t by the fact that the drops 
would no't hsvc re£·c.hed. their :ber•..ninRl v~loci ty. 
Ad:dns .f'OWld thnt t11e ch8rge · :ttele2sed, end 30 
pr~9bly the omount of spl~shing, was proportionAl 
to the ~ne~gy of the dro~. 
For the drops of arrn diemeter one spleshes off 
the inner shield, m1d 2 off the outer shield every 
3 seconds. So a lnrge numiJ~r of f!·~gments o~ 
w0ter cnrrying a ahnrge or:>n.ooi te in sign to the 
potenti~l sradient will o~ter the cone, and the 
similarly charged smaller f'ragments or ions, will 
be released to the ~ir. 
6~ Conclusionn 
Co·1sider r- n?z."tive 1,1otel'lti~:~l erRdient in the 
region of the. u~~rqer o ollaator Find a1mly the retsul ts 
of the experiment. Por the drops s~l~shing off th~ 
edges of the s.hields a.ll the resul tlng f:rp gme-nts will 
osrry 8 oosi tive obere,e. ThE> l~reot' :r·•egmer!te will 
' ' 
fall directly .into the oon~ while the smPller 
partiales will rise under the J"influencEl of the 
potential gradient. ·other drops falling towards 
the collector will be pol~rised by the potential 
gradient end so, aooording to t~e theory of ~ilson 
g 
.. 
0 
0 
"' 
. : . . 
"' I 
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(1929), will collect the rising positive ions. 
So an ina~eesed positive oh~rge will be carried 
":Jy th8 drops ente:tii.ng the cone directly. Hence 
the charge recorded by the upler collector will 
be depeno.ent on the potential gradient close to 
the collector. 
Let IB and IT be the currants recorded by the 
collectors at the bottom etid top of the mast; and 
FT the corrected vRlue of the potential gradient 
at the to~ of t}).e msst. i3o FT represents the 
vallte of the potentiBl gradient that would occur . 
at th$ level of the top of the mast if the ~st 
was not preesnt. Tnis is discussed in more d~tail 
in Gha pter 5 • 
t 8 -IT =lii 
So· if the procasses considered ec·count for the 
difference in the cu.."t'rEmts l1I, then .di should be 
proportional to FT. 
So two scatter diag~ems of AI ag.ainst fT wers 
plotted for two periods:-
(l) 9-29 a.m. - ll-35 a~m~ on 19.5~62. 
(2) 2-34 p.m. -·4-25 p~m. on 15.6.62. 
The two periods wE?.re chosen bee·l?'use the aver!itfe 
rate of .r~infell for (1) wRs 1 mm/hr., while for 
( 2) it was 2. 3 mm /hl'. Also during both periods 
all the instrum~nts were functioning sfltisfactorily. 
Period (2) was terruineted at 4-25 p.m. es at that 
time the potential gradient suddenly increMsed 
above 400 volts/metre and so there w~s ~ possibility 
. of point discharge. 
O~ly the 8verP~e rAte of rainfell could be 
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considered and not the verietions during th~ 
period.s. As the rflte of ·relinflilll would ef~et 
the numbel' of drops sple.Ahing off the edges, so 
it would effeot.th& cur~~nt recorded. If the drops 
during both ·pe~iods could be considered to be the 
s~me size then, ignoring any VE'triations in the 
rBte of .reinfall, the current difference 4! 
recorded by the collectors durin& period (2) should 
be of. the.order of two times that recorded during 
period ( 1), for e~ny pR!•ticular value of F...,. 
. .L 
The scatter diAgr&m for ?eriod (1) is shown in 
Fig.26. The regression lines c~lculated for the ,, 
two periods ware:-
(1) LJ I- 0.00165 E'T + 0.00025 
(2) LJ I = 0.0036FT - 0.05 
Where di is inppam;;>eres ~nd FT in volts/metre. 
It we"consider drops of 2 mm di~:~meter snd r! = 100 
volts/metre, then considering the relation for 
.Period ( 2) 
For drape of diRmatel.' 2 mm.and a rCilte o:f rainfall 
of 2 mm /hour one drop splashes off the inner shield, 
end two of the outer shield, every-3 seos. So the 
chargedf'regrnents o:f' these three Q.rops entering the 
cone would have to contribute ~" tot~l of 0.93 ~A­
coulombs. 
The exposure factor of the agrimet~r was 
$pproximstely eight&$n, And so the exposur&' f~etor 
of the collec-tor, es th,e UP??ermost point en the 
mast structUl'e, would certtr\i~ly be considerably 
l~rger than this. So the potential gr~dient olose 
to the edge of the ou.t$r shield of the collector, 
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for a potenti~l gradient·of 100 volts/metre at the 
ground, would be ~bove 1900 volts/metre. It does 
not seem unre~sonable to assume that the potential 
gradient alose to the.edge of the inner shield will 
be approxim~tely a quarter o£ those at the outer 
edge. So the pot~ntial gradients in the region of 
the colleator edges f.lre of similElr metgni tude to 
those used in the laboretory experiment. 
Adkins (1959a) found that the charge produced 
on splashing was proportional to the 4/3 power of 
the mass.of the drop. So when this.is considered 
with the.results of the present exDeriments it 
seems very possible th~t the three drops could 
contribute a .charge of the order of 0.93~oulombs, 
especially as the cherge carried by the drops falling 
directly into the cone would be enhanced by the 
capture of charge by the Wilson process. A great 
many assumptions have been made but the main aim 
of this analysis has been to show th~t it is possible, 
and to the author's mind indeed prob8ble that the 
current difference di could be largely explained by 
the chargine of droplets dua···t·o induotion effect·s:-·on. 
splashing on the edges of the collector shields. So 
the dependenae of A I on the chArging of the rain 
drops while passing through the lower layers of the 
atmosphere msy well be negligible. 
An objection of Merry (1960) to the idea that 8 
spleshing effect could cPuse the large current that 
was registered by the upper collector WAS that he 
expected the charg~ to show as sudden peeks on the 
record. But in the examples considered there would 
be contributions due to 3 drops every 3 seconds for 
drops of diameter 2 mm, and for drops of 1 ilim diameter 
13 drops· every thr.ee seconds, both for e rete of 
rainfall of 2mnthour. The charged fragments would 
fsll·at diff'erent rEltes into the cone according to 
their mass. Also, as previously mentioned, the 
drops falling directly int'o the cone would possibly 
contribute to the increased current. So the recorded 
current would not show any large fluctURtions, and in 
fact any peaks observed ~re· probAbly due to l'l partic-
ularly l~rge drop splashing on the outer shield in 
such a way that an unusually large number of charged 
fragments find. their·w~y into the cone. 
So it would ·ep;:>ear thet the shielded collector 
is en unsuitable instrument for 'the measurement of 
precipitation current at the top of en earthed mast, 
and ·until a new instrciment is developed it will not 
be possible to determine ·whether the.rain Acquires 
any of its ohsrge in the layers close to the ground. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXP3RIMENT USING rHE MAST. 
1. Corrections For Displ~cement .And Conduction Currents 
.As previously mentioned a shielded collector 
was us.ed at the top of the mf:l~t in order to eliminate 
effects due to the. potential gr~dient. Jut the shield-
ing was not completely effective end so conduction and 
di~plaoement currents, which d~ing rainfall would be 
indistinguishable fr9m the actual preci~itetion currents, 
were recorded by the collector. 
If :r·o is the con~uction current, 1 the local value 
o+ ~he conductivity, and F the potential gradient, then 
Ic~)F 
If jis constant, then IcO(..F 
If Id is the displacement current, then 
Idee. dF/d.,_ 
So the totsl o·urrent due to the two effects is g1 ven 
by I = AF + B dF/d~ 
Where I emd F are the mean Vfl.-lues of the current and 
the potential gredient over e. time d~, end dF is the 
change of potential gredient during thet same time. 
This current w~s recorded on e dsy when there was 
no precipi tetion but the potential gradient was varying 
considerably due to the clouds passing ov8r fairly 
rapidly. The potential gr8dient was recorded by the 
agritneter. 
From the records obtained the mean v~lues of the 
' 
current, I, end the potential gradient, F,were 
determined over half minute intervals, 8S wss the 
change in potential gradient dF, over the same period. 
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It was approximately true to use this v~lue of dF 
in connection with the disylacement current if the 
changes were fairly uniform over the time intPrvsl. 
A total of 294 half minute intervals were 
considered. The potential gradient was found to vary 
from +15 volts/metre to + 350 volts/metre, and the 
value of dP from +150 volts/metre -per 1 minute to 
-125 volts/metre per t.minute. 
3y statistical analysis of these results the 
values of A end B were determined in· such 8 form that 
they could be S?Plied directly to the valuee of F 
and dF obtBined from later records. Hence a correction 
factor, diT, to be apvlied to the recorded precipitation 
cUrrent recorded et the top of the m~st for every 
half minute interv~l could be calculated. 
2 If I is the current in.a......._.amperes/!1. , end fthe 
values for· the potential gr~dient, And ch~nges in 
potential gradient, are the corrected values for the 
top of the mast in volts/metre, then the spurious 
current is given by 
I = O.Ol5F + 0.048dF 
where dF is considered positive when F is increasing. 
· The effect of the displacement current is well shown 
in }~g. 27 where sudden changes in the current at the 
top of the mast, IT' coincide with sudden ch~nges in 
the potent.ial gradient. 
2. C8lculation Of Exposure ~ctors 
The pote~ti81 gr~dient w~s mePsured nt the top 
of the msst ~y the ~grim~t8r And ~t the bottom of the 
mast by P field ~nill on a stand. 3oth the !1Wst end 
the stand disturbed the normal potenti8l gradient end 
so·it was necessary to cRlaulete ~n exposure factor 
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for both instruments relfltive to another instru-
ment operBting in the plane of the earth's surfaee 
some dist~nce ·from the mPst and so recording an 
und.i stur·bed potential grE~dient. These f8etors 
could then be used'to convert the potential .-adients 
recorded by the instruments ~t the top,and bottom of 
the mast to the corresponding value·of the undis-
turb~d potentisl gradient. Such values ~re !'$.ferred 
to 8S the corrected v~lues of pote~tial gradient. 
To c8rry out the a~librAtion 8 d~y with no 
cloud wss required eo th8t there wouli be a minimum 
of space ch~rge present in the l8yers of eir between 
the top e~nd bottom of the m~st ~nd the three instru-
ments oould b~ considered to be recording the same 
potential gr8dient. In n~sturbed weather spaae 
ch13 ~ ge exi stSI in the layers end so causee a di fferenG,-e 
in the cor.t•ected values of th@ potential gradient 
recorded ~t the top and bottom of the mast. 
On a cloudless day the sgrimeter, Ag., the field 
·.mill at the bottom of the mast, Mill A, and the 
·calibrEltion field mill, :/...ill .3, were run in thsir 
ras9ective positions ~or over five hot~a. !he 
ex;.:>o~u:r.e factors, namely the l"Stios of the reeorded 
:potentiAl grAdients Ag/1!111 B and Mill .A/Mill 13 were 
calculated for consecutive flal.f hour periods to 
deter~ne if there w~s ~ny v~ri~tion of the exposure 
f~ctor with time. 
k sudden change in the v~lues of the exposure 
faotors was found after 2i hours. At this time 
tha vari~tion of the potQntisl g~Rdient be&ame 
greater and also the noise level ofthe instruments 
incraesed. So the mean values of the e~posure fmotors 
were o~lculated for the first 2! hours of the record. 
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The agrimeter exposure factor was calculated 
as 18 and that of Mill A as 1.53. As the output 
from Mill A depended on whether Mill B was running 
or not a different exposure factor applied to the 
two oases. 
3. The Effect Of Space Charge On The Exposure Factor 
.,. •.•.·. . . ·.·.·.·-·.· 
Adkins (1959a) found that even in fine weather 
conditions large fluctuations occur in the value of 
the space charge in the lower layers of the atmosphere. 
He ~stimated a mean fine weather value of 2~~ooulombs 
3' /M • The space charge close to the ground is due to 
the radioactive materials in the ground end that at 
higher levels is due to cosmic rays. This mean value 
would lead to ~ difference of potential gradien~ of 
I 
about 5 volts/met~e·petween the top end bottom of the 
mast. But Wo:rmell (1953) and Adkins (1959e) found 
tha·t the space charge is enhenced near to human 
habitation due to smoke, exhaust fumes, etc. So it 
would appear probable that the .of'lculated exposure 
factor fo~ the instrument at the top of the mast was 
too low. This would be a constant error dependent 
on the amount of space charge present during the 
period of the calibration. So although any calculation 
of the actual amount of space charge present in.the 
lower layers from the values of the potential gradients 
at the top and bottom of the -mast would be subject 
to this error the values of these potential gradients 
would still reflect the variations in the space oherge. 
A more accurate calibration would be possible 
if apparatus w~re available to determine accurately 
the space charge during the period of record. 
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4. An~lxsie ot R~sulta 
CPrds were const~ucted from the c~lib~ation 
curves, for f!ach so~le of every instrument, suoh 
th~t the deflection from the zero on the record when 
measured with the oPrd f!J3Ve the Vt"lue of the prEioi?i-
tetion current or ~otenti~l gradient directly. The 
velues obtained were the mean v"lues over hPllf 
minute intervale. 
The values were tabulated ~nd correction :tE\ctors 
oelouleted end ap;;>lied where ap:)ropriate. Gr!\pha · 
~ere then plotted of·the v~riPtion ot the corrected 
values with time And eof\tter diagr!lms plotted for 
p81rs of vsriables. for ef'oh of th~ thl'ee groups ot 
.result. 
The results plotted on the scatter diserpms 
were anAlysed stAtistically end the equ~tions ot the 
regression lines obtf'ined by ~ method due to :.:organ 
(1960). This method ~ve the straight line or best 
fit to observ~tionel d~t~ of two ral~tad VPriet~s when 
both s~ts of values were eubjeat to er~or ~s in the 
present wor1:. 'l'he following symbols will be ueed to 
represent the vBri~bles meesured. 
IB ~nd IT represent the precipitation curr~nt et the 
. bottom and top of the mast in,JI..Y.l e\mperes,lr~ ·• F3 end 
FT represent the votenti€\1 gradients fit the -bottom 
end top of the mast in volts/metre. 
c1 ~ = I 1~ - IT 1n,v.,41af.lperea/t1!2 
P1reoresenta the total spaoe charge ·between the 
toii and bottom of the nmat inp~ooulombs. P1 
·represents th~ averege spaoe ohere~ density between 
the top and bottom of the mast 1nfJtJOoulombs/M3 
19.5.62 15.6.62 MISC. 
Is = -0·0048(fa-92) I,= -0·08(F8 -83) 
FOR FT > {:.OOV./M 
I 8 = -O·OI(fa-12) 
IT= -0·046(FT-78) IT= -0·32(FT-87) IT= -oos(FT +300) 
: 
F8 = 0·39P -10 F8 = 0·26P + 60 F8 =0-4SP + 107 
Is= -0·017P-2·6 I = -0·03P + 1-8 8 . 
•IT= -0·02P -3-6 IT= -O·OSP+13 IT=-O·IP-52 
\7I =00094P- 016 \7I =0·022P-7 
Ia =0·36IT-1·4 
·-
·, 
Fig.28 · 
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5. Results 
Recordings were taken during rainfall on six 
days during the period 11.5.62 end 15.6.62, giving 
a total of approximately 20 hours records. Of these 
reoords certain periods were disre~rded due to the 
rate of relnfall being too low, the conditions were 
not those of continuous rein, or because one of the 
instruments was not working satisfactorily. 
The periods o:f recording used are stated below 
in the three groups in which they were analysed. The 
average rate of rainfall and· the meteorological 
conditions were obtained from the records of Durham 
University Observatory. 
The d'i.tl'Ation of the period of the record, D, is 
given in hours and minutes and the evere.ge rate of 
rainfall, R, is given in mm/hr. 
DATE 
19-5.62. 
D 
8.40 
R L$TEOROLOGICAL COiiDITIONS 
1 DEEP LOW PRESSURE AR ~A :.:ovr:~G 
ACROSG S. 3NGL.AND INTO THE 
NORTH SEA 
2 15.6.62 . 3.42 2.3 P.ASSAGB OF A WARM FRONT 
tl.5.62.l 0.50 
3 22.5.62. 1.50 
17.5.62. 0.11 
W.A~ OF STATIONERY LOW 
1 APPROACH OF WAR:: F~.<ONT 
LOW PRESSURE !lORTH OF SCOTLAi~D 
The regression lines oelculated :for eaoh group· 
I 
of results are given in Fig.2B. Due to the previous 
wo~k .discussed in chapter IV on the preci.:>itetion 
current recorded at the top of the mast tbere will 
be no discussion, or attempted explanation, o:f any 
relations in which the variable IT occurs in this 
experiment. .Also excluded. in this way are relations 
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involving di, but Pll the Of\louletad regression 
lines are included hE're for the sske of completeness. 
The majority of the regression lines O'alou1eted 
in ~lis experiment were not statistically significant, 
the highest correlation coefficients being obtained 
for the relations involving FB and IB. :3ut it must 
be remembered here that no accurate account could be 
taken of the rete of rainfall. 
6. Comparison With Previous Results 
The only comp~rison with previous results will 
be for the IB/FB rel~tionships. 
Simpson (1949) found that for potential gradients 
in the range ± 1000 vol ts/r.etre 
IB = - O.Ol33R (fa - 400) 
where R is the r~te of reinfell in mffi/hr. 
Chalmers (1957) obtAined the following avar~se result 
for ell rates of r~infall 
13 = - 0.0118 (FB - 150) 
So the result of Chalmers falls between the relations 
obtained for groups 1 end 2 of th~ recordings. 
The measurement of the space charge in the layers 
. ' . 
of air between the top and bottom of the m8st wes 
' ' dependant only on the values of the potential 
gradient at those levels. Even if ·there was en error 
in the calculated exposure f~otor the values of the 
potential gr5dients would still reliably show the 
_variations and change of aign_of the spaoe charge. 
The results obtained in connection with space oherge 
are discussed in the following section. 
H 
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T.· Space Cherge 
(a) !ntroduction 
.As the effect observed by Kelvin and Chfluveau was 
dependent on the existence of negative space charge 
close to the ground it was desirable to be able to 
calculate it's magnitude. 
Scrase (1938) used Poissons equ~tion to obtain 
. . . 
an e~pression for the average ·space charge per unit 
volume in 8 layer in terms of the difference between 
the potential gradients at the top end bottom of the 
layer end the thickness of the layer. 
If the lower and upper levels are h1 and h2 
~espectively, measured in metres, end F1 and F2 
the corresponding potential gradients in volts/metre, 
then 
P1 = - 8.9 (]), - F2)AU coulombs/'~3 
(hl - h2 ) 
For the mast h1- h2 =.- 21 metres, hence 
P1 = 0.42 (Fl - F2) ,qu coulombs/M3 
In the regression lines P is the totsl apace ohsrge 
in a column of one squere metre cross-seation between 
the top and bottom of the mast. 
? = 8.9 (F1 - F2) ~ coulombs. 
(b) Previous Results· 
Adkins··.( 1959a) referred to ·tm.-:-.eleotrode effect" 
that occurred in undisturved conditions. He found 
that ions of opposite sign to the potential gradi.ent 
were removed from the air near to the ground for 
·large potential grr:1dients. · So Em exce.ss of ions of 
the same sign as the potential gradient were left 
behind. During the increased ion concentration that 
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oocurs during rainfall a simil~r·effeot wee found 
to occur for smaller potenti~l gr~dients~ Adkins 
.found that during disturbed conditions four distinct 
processes occurred in connection with space chftrge. 
They were:-
( 1) That during low potentiel gt'A·lients the space che~rga 
was subject to small changes in the same sense as 
the potential gradient. . 
·(2) · During periods of natural point discharge there 
was a large space obarge of opposite sign to the 
potential gr8dient. 
(3) In heavy rain space charge o:f opliosite sign to the 
potential gradient was produced by the splashing 
of rain drops. The space.charge in this oase 
remained close to the ground but was only sienifioant 
in heevy rain • 
. (4) Regions of high space charge were sometimes found 
in association with a column of rein due to the 
charge on the dro~s. 
I\lp,gons and Orlkasa ( 1960 and 1961) investi~ted 
· the last of these effects. They found that the spaoe 
oharge due to the rAin for a shower in whioh the rate 
of rainfall was. 2 mm/hr., and the precipitation current 
- 160 ~ amps(M2.to be 40 AU· ooulombsft~3 • 
For many years attempts have been mBde to estimate 
the charge distrioution in olouds from measurements 
of the -potential grPdient E't the ground. But it is 
clear that the surface potential gradient can be greatly 
modified in all conditions by the space oharga. So 
greet caution must be exc~roised when interpreting 
potential gr~dients. 
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(c.). .Reaul ts 
.The. results obtained during continuous rain show 
general a~eement with those .of Adkins. For low surface 
potential gr8dients, less tnan 800 volts/metre, th~ 
apace charge was nearly a~ways of the same sign, and 
varied in the same sense, as the potential gradient. 
· Suoh et variation of s:paoe charge with surfece potential 
. . 
·gradient is ehown in Fig. 31~ 
. · Fig. 32 sho.ws a period during which natural point 
discharge occured for potential gradients gre$ter than 
800 volts/metre and the spaoe charge was of opposite 
sign to the potentiAl gradient. 
On some occasions, when the potential gradient was 
low, the spaoe cha~ge had a larger magnitude than 
expeo,ted. It was found that· the space oharge was of 
the same sign a.s the precipitation current recorded 
by the oolleotor at the ground. At such times it would 
a.ppear that the ohergad rain is the dominant space 
oharge factor.. · 
The production of space charge due to apl~shing 
is only important for int~nse rainfall end fairly 
large potential gradients. So as the space charge would 
be of the same sign as that due to point disoherge 
i.t would probably be masked by the space charge due to 
point discharge exoept for very intense rainfall. As 
such conditions were probably not observed it is not 
sUrprising that there wes·no occasion on the records 
that obviously support the producti'on of space charge 
in this manner • 
. The signs of the space .charge over half minute 
intervals were grouped according to the three periods 
of record as previously considered. There results of 
19•5.62. were split into two groups. (e) and (b), the 
r'(uucj~) 
+400 
+2 
F (V./M) 
J·IO 
-I 
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latter J$ing when the potential gradient was above 
800 volte/metre. 
.PERIOD POSITIVE NEGATI~'E 
1. 19.5.62. (a) 197 684 
(b) 60 0 
2. . 'l5.6.62. 294 92 
;. Misaalleneoua ;a 192 
' .. · .:,·. 
So the epsae .charge was predominantly negative during 
periods 1 and 3, but mainly positive in period 2. fhe 
letter wee the period ot more intense reinfell. 
DUl'ing periods when the space oherge was of the 
same sign as the potsntiel gradient then the measured 
potential gradient would deore~se with height from the 
ground as tar as the upper level of the speoe oharg•. 
· The. rever~& would ooour for spec& charge due to point 
disoharge. 
~xoept during the periods of ?Oint discharge the 
epaoe charge on 19.5.62. wee the s~me sign as the 
i>otentiel gradient. On this day there were long periods 
when the specs oher8e reme.ined ne~tive which were the 
conditione required ~or observation of the Kelvin 
Cheuvef!lu etfeot~ Two such period's ·c,~ tort~ minutes 
were noted and one of theae is shown in F1g.33. As 
the· epaoe ah&rge usually increased in magnitude with 
inoreae& in potential gredient the magnitude of the 
spaoe charge wss not usually sufficiently l~rge to 
oailse a differenoe of sign between the potential 
gradients e.t the top ~nd· bottom of the ~at, exoept 
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for a few very short periods. But·es can be seen 
in Fig. 33 the space charge was sufficient during 
certain periods to c~use a difference of 250 volts/ 
metre between the potential gl'~dients f\t the two 
levels. This corres:gonded to e space ohF~rge of over 
.. · 100 ,qu ooulombs/f.13. It is possible that under such 
conditions the reversal of sign would have been 
observed.over.e longer period if the upper level· 
of measurement had been situated At a higher level 
as. 1 t was in the work of Kelvin and Chauveau. This 
will be discussed more fully in Chapter VI. 
During periods of positive space charge on 
15.6.62.·. asso.ciRted with e positive potential gradient 
maenitudes of spaoe charge greater than 250 ~coulombs/ 
M3 were observed •. 
Durtng the period of point dischsrge the maximum 
value of space ohsrge recorded was in exoess of 420 
AU ·9oulombs/ill3····· This caused the potential gradient at 
the top of the mast :to·obE'epproximetely 5{}fo greater then 
that at the ground. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Kelvin And Chauv~au Effect 
To observe the effec·t the space charge in the 
layers of air close to the ground must be of such sign 
to cause the magnitude of the potentiAl gradient to 
~edu~e with height ~nd possibly eventually change sign. 
So the space charge must be of the sAme sign as the 
potential gradient P.t the ground. This would eliminate 
the possibility of the apace charge being due to point 
di.scherge or to the oherge released when r~indrops 
splash under the influence of e potential gr~dient as 
both these effects would le~d to a space charge of 
opposite sign to the potential grfl.dient. Also the 
potential gradient during steady rain is usually not 
large enough to cause ·point discharge and the charge 
released due to splashing under the influence of such 
e potential gradient would be small. The charge on the 
rein is also usually of opposite sign to the potential 
gradient. 
! In considering the Kelvin and Chf.\uveau effect 
the positive potential gr~dient et the top of the 
ed 
mast hes to be account for. If the potential gradient 
due to the cloud alone is negative and there is no 
other spsce charge present between the aloud Pnd the 
top of the mast then irrespective of the amount of 
nege.tive space oherge close to the ground the effect 
would.not be observed. But if it is assumed that the 
rain carries a charge of opposite sign to the potential 
gradient.due to the cloud then~ space charge of 
opposite sien to the potential gr~dient will exist 
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above the mast. tsuch an upper space charge could 
account for the positive potential gradient Pt the 
top of the m~et under conditions to be duscussed 
later, end the ne~tive apace charge can be explained 
by the release of negf\ti ve charge by dl'ops when they 
splash at the ground. 
But sometimes a positive space charge was found 
near the ground when the recorded potential gradients 
were ·positive and so there wAs~ tendency towards the 
effect occurring in the opposite direction. As there 
does not seem to be any obvious source of ~ositive 
space charge close to the ground s sepBration or 
electrode effect is considered in which the potential 
gradient due to the cloud elone will exert e vertical 
upward force on ions or p~rticles carrying a chargs 
of opposite sign ~nd those of suitable size will be 
removed from the 9i~ close to the ground. The depend-
ence of the space charge between the top ~nd bottom 
of the meat on the potential gredient, as discussed 
in Chapter 5, would support this idea. 
The Kelvin and Cheuveau effect could also be 
explained by considering that during continuous rain 
the positive fine weather potential gradient is modified 
by negative ob.s-1'-ges in the ·cloud and:-:below. If there is 
mnsufficient negative charge in the cloud then the. 
potential gradient ~t the top of the tower might 
be positive while the potenti~l gradient et the ground 
would be modified by the nag8ti ve space charge close 
to the ground and so be recorded as negative. But 
this would not account for the ocoasions when the 
space charge close to the ground is positive without 
ei thar e seperation effect or the existence of an 
unknown mechanism by which positive space charge is 
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an upper layer·of positive oherge pertly due to the 
separation of oh~rge by an eleotrod$ effect end to 
the charge on the rein. 
Consider Fig. 34 end let A be the ne~ti ve potential 
gradient du~ to the cloud Rlone, B the positive potential 
gradient due to the positive spAce ch~rge alone, ~nd C 
the negAtive 9otential gradient due to the lower layer 
of negative space charge. Then the potenti~l gr~dient 
at the ground will be given by B-A-C. Then if C Rnd 
.S remained approximettely const~nt over a certain period 
then the vaxietions in the recorded potential gradient 
at the ground would r~tle~t veriations in the potential 
gradient due to the cloud Alone, but only if B=C would 
the recorded potential gradient be exactly thftt due to 
the cloud alone. A. Sut 3 ·and C are dependent on A, 
on the rete of rainfall, and on the cherge on the rain, 
Bnd so ell these would have to remain constant for 3 
end C to become ~pvroxim8tely const~nt • 
. If A> 2B then a negative potentiAl grAdient will 
exist !\t all "ievels. So if. the s!>Acs.if charge condi tiona 
a~e suitable the separPtion process could continue 
until A = 2B. Then the potential gradient in the 
region b-c would be zero. ~e condition~= 2B could 
also be reached by A reducing in ~gnitude. 
If the value of A thEm dacra~ses And A ~(2B then 
a positive potential gr~dient will exiRt in the region 
b~c. .The potential gr~dient du~ to the cloud would then 
not be able to maintain the same ~mount ~f charge 
separation and the layers of space ohRrge 3 ~nd C 
would start to mix. 3ut the positive potential 
grfldient in the region b-e would remain as long as 
' . 
A continued to deareese. The length of time for 
which the effect would continue would then depend 
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on the rate of decrease of A and the consequent mixing 
of the layers of spaoe oharge. 
As the vslue of A continued to fall the positive 
s.pece ohelrge would fall end mix with the negative 
s~aoe charge. So eventuPlly the sign revers8l might 
not be obs~rved due to the low v~lue of A. If this 
were the case then it would be expected that the 
negati va s1:>aoe charge cl·ose to the ground to increase 
in the se~e sense 8s the potential gradient at the 
earth's surfe,ce. So a low value of space ohsrge would 
ba expected when the potential gradient at the ground 
was close to zero. This cren be seen in Fig. 33 where 
the difference in the potentiel gradients at the two 
levels gives e measure of the space oharge. 
The difference of sign of potential gredient 
would also cease to be observed if A were to increase to 
become greater than 2B. 
~Jring the present work there wes evidence of 
negative space oherge existing nePr to the ground 
during the majority of the periods of continuous 
rain. The upper instrument only recorded e positive 
I""OR A ni€GATIII£ PoTGiiJTlRI- ~l)llt-IIJT 
potential gradientAat the ground tor five short periods 
the longest being 41!- minutes. Those periods were 
normally essocieted with low velues of potential 
gradient and were often followed by B ch~nge of sign 
_.· of .the potential gredient at the bottom of the mast. 
The actual· reversal of sign was probably not observed 
more often due to the upper instrument not being 
·either above or sufficiently neer the top of the layer 
of negative space charge. It is of interest to note 
here that Kelvin's work was carried out with the 
upJer instrument at a height of 30 metres end 
Cheuveau used the stage at the top of the first 
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.. · ·. 
section of the "Zi':rtel Tower •. 
But a m'omentary revEirsel might be observed 
for a lareer potential gr.-adient at the.·.·ground during 
a period of ~apid decrease of A. During such ~ period 
2:J would be considerably graf'ter tm-n A until the 
mixing of the layers ooours and the unusually strong 
positive potential gradient in the region b-o migh\ 
outweigh the negative space charge above the u~per 
instrument., But suoh·rf!pid changes in A ere prob2:'bly 
not common under· steady r8in conditions. 
It was found that after the surfAce potentiel 
gradient had become zero Pnd then changed to positive 
·the space charge in the lower layers wE's else fow1d 
to be posi.tive. This positive spaoe charge also 
increased in magnitude as the potential gradients 
recorded by both instruments increased. Under the 
conditions the only process by which an accumulation ot 
positive charge would ba found close to the ground 
would seem to be by an electrode effect with its consequent 
charge separation. This would support the idea of two 
layers of spac-e charge of opposite sign and the one 
close to the ground being of the seme sign usually 
as the potential gradient due to the aloud alone. 
· A reversal of sign in this direction, with a 
positive potential gradient at the ground ~nd a ne~tive 
potential gradient at the upper level, was not reported 
by Kelvin and Chauveau. But strong tendencies towards 
this effect were observed on a number of occasions in 
the present work, and in this o~se the·signs of the 
space charge layers would be· opposite to those shown 
in Fig.;4, and A would be positive due to an excess 
of positive charge in the upper part of the aloud. The 
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reason for it not being observed is possibly thet 
the negBtive chArge is associated more then the 
positive charge with th~ l~rger ions ~nd w~ter 
.droplets emd so the sep~rf\tion due to the elec-trode 
effeC't would not be 8s effeative as for the positive 
ohsr:3e. Also observation of the effect is mor~ 
dependent on the magnitude of 3 rather th~n C ee 
it only oo·curs for 2B ';>A. It elao depends on the 
r~letive positions of the two charge lAyers ~nd the 
upper instrunent. 
The reversal of sign would possibly be observable 
in· shower ~nd thunder conditions if there were few 
ions produced close to the ground of op.,osi te sign to 
the pote~tial gradient by point diecherge or the 
inductive chBrging on the splAshing of drops, ~nd than 
if .A<" 23. But 1 t seems unlikely, on considering 
previous results and the turbulent conditions that 
exist, which would leed to the mixing of the layers, 
that the effeo·t would be observeQ.. 
b In the atmosphere there would not exist the 
idealised situation of Fig.34 es in both l~yers, es-
pecially the lower one,ions of both signs would exist. 
Only the ~ign of the excess space ch~rge h~a been 
considered. 
If we oo~1sider A to be. constant then in steady 
continuous rain we would reach ~ ste~dy stAte eventu-
.ally and there would 'be no measured variations of the 
pqtential gradientrat the ground. So it would ~eem 
unlikely that the ~riRtions of potential gr~dient 
at the ground are completely d~min~ted by changes in 
the space charge. But if in steady r~in we reach 
a steady state in ion production end density, then 
. . 
the gotential gradient at the ~ound will refleot 
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variations in A as these would cause variations in 
the space cha~ge separation. The main effect of the 
CHAR.~ 
spaceAwill be to alter the maenitude of the potentiAl 
·gradient at the groWld, but ve~ri~tions in this potential 
· gradient will reflect very flpproxim~tely .vf\ri~tione 
of the potential gradient due to the cloud ~lone, 
although there will be a slight time lag As th? time 
taken for the separation or re~ixing to take place 
must be considered. 
But before any further conclusions can be made 
about the charge in the cloud, and its vBriation, the 
retative values of l3 and C·must be further investigetad. 
So measurements will ba required of the rate of rain-
fell, precipitation current, vnd the height of the 
cloud base to determine the contribution of the 
charge on the rain to 3. Also me~surements of the 
space chsrge per unit volume at vE1rfous levels and 
of the rate of move~ent of charge in a vertical plane 
under the influence of a potential gradient would be 
of value. 
2. Spaoe Charge Due To The Charge On R~in 
To estimate the contribution to the upper speoe 
ohf\rge l~yer B by the chRrge on the rBin consider the 
results of 19.5.62. Assume that the charge on the 
rein remains constant during it's fall from the bRse 
of the cloud to the ground. 
For a re~te of rAinfall of 1 rnm/hr. the number of 
drops per cubic metre, n, is 150 according to ~~gono 
and .Orikase (1961). The average VRlue of the precipi-
.tation current during long periods was + 3,up8mperes/'.A2. 
So if the terminal velocity of the drops is 4 metres/sec. 
Then the average charge per drop = 0.005~oulombs = q. 
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. Speoei oherge density = nq = 150 x ~ .005 
. = 0. 75,vpcoulombs.l1:3 
The average height of the aloud base of nimbostratus 
is in the range 500 - 1000 metres. This would 
correspond to a positive space c~rge batwe~n the 
cloud and the earth in 8 column of one sqUPre metre 
cross-section of 300 - 750#~coulombs. 
The comparable me~sured vRlues of ne@Btive space 
in a similar column between the two measUi'ing instru-
ments had an average value of 1200fl.l~coulombs end 
reached values of over 2000Avooulombs. This does 
not include the layer close to the ground as the 
lower instrument was situated 8?j!roximetely l metre 
from the ground. There is elso the possibility that 
the negative layer extends above the upper instrument. 
So, in this case, for the two space charge layers to 
have effects of equ81 magnitude ~n electrode effect 
would appear to be nacess8ry. 3ut the chPrge on the 
:rain does meke ~n ~ypraoiable contribution to the 
upper space che\rge layer. 
3. Other Conclusions And Sug,({estions F:)r .Further Work 
It would e-)pe8r thet the shielded collec:to:r is 
a completely unsuitable instrument for the measurement 
of preoip:l:tation current in regions of high potential 
gradient due to the charge. produced when drops splesh 
on the collector shielding. It was also found that 
when uncharged drops splnshed directly onto ~n 
aluminium surface, such es the collector oone, under 
zero potential gredient then e positive ohe:rge was 
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recorded. The chArge depended, according to 
Lenard (1921), upon the violence of the imp~ct 
and so ~y be som~wh~t reduced due to the sloping 
sides of the cone. The potential gr~dient would 
tend to concentrate at the upper edge of the 
collector on the ground ei.nd so would heve ~n 
exposure factor gre~ter than one. So even fo~ the 
V8lues of the potential gradient recorded at the 
gro~d it would seem possible that the ch~rging by 
in~uction on splashing by drops on the edge will 
make a contribution to the recorded current. This 
contribution to the precipitation cu•rent would 
reinforce the mirror image effect. So caution must 
be exercised even in interpreting the results from 
the collectors in low potenti81 gr~dients, especially 
for low values of the precipitation current. 
It would seem impossible to correct for the 
splashing effect so ~ new type of instrument is 
required for the me~surement of precipitation currents 
especially. in regions of high potential gradient. 
It might be possible to adPnt the induction ring 
method of meRsuring the charge on sinele drops. 
·If this were to be done then value cen come 
f;'Om the oontintwtion of the present ·;~ork. At the 
same time it \'IOUld be important to mef\Slll'E' simul-
taneously the rate of rainfall, and if possible 
inoorporete direct meAslll'ement of s-pace oherge ~.t 
verious heights ojn. the mast. 
Further investigation of the release of charge 
due to splRshing should be made, considering spleshing 
onto nBtural vegetRtion surfaces. 
Further conclusions might have resulted from 
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the present work if e greeter period of .recording 
had been possible as the teething troubles were 
only just being overcome when recording hP.d to stop 
· due to the collapse of the mast. 
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